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2006 Cherokee GN 4 Horse Super Chief

2011 Lakota 4H GN

16’ LQ Solid Oak, 6’ Slide Out 8’X32’X7’8” Tall, Sofa & Dinette,
Kitchen, Microwv, Stove, Dble Sinks, 8 cu Refg, Ducted AC,
2013 Lakota Bighorn 3H GN
Ducted Furnace, AM-FM-CD Player, TV DVD Player, Lg Bathrm,
16’ LQ Solid Oak, 6’ Slide Out 8’X32’X7’8” Tall, Sofa & Dinette,
Walk-In Dble Hanging Closet, Lg Vanity, Stool, Radius Shower w/
Kitchen, Microwv, Stove, Dble Sinks, 8 cu Refg, Ducted AC,
Glass Door,
Escape
Door w/Drop
DwnTV
Feed
Door
& FoldLgDwn
Bars
Ducted
Furnace,
AM-FM-CD
Player,
DVD
Player,
Bathrm,

8’X34’X7’8” Tall Bighorn w/17’ LQ, 12’ Slide Out w/Sofa &
Dinette, Solid Oak, Generator, Rear Kitchen w/Bar & Stools, 32’ TV
2011 Lakota 4H GN
& 19’ TV w/DVD Players, AM/FM/CD Stereo, Lg Kitchen w/Dble
8’X34’X7’8” Tall Bighorn w/17’ LQ, 12’ Slide Out w/Sofa &
Sinks, Microwave,Stove, 6 cu Refg, Ducted AC, Ducted Furnace,
Dinette, Solid Oak, Generator, Rear Kitchen w/Bar & Stools, 32’ TV
Bathrm, Shower,Dual Hydrau Jack, Escape Door w/Mangers
& 19’ TV w/DVD Players, AM/FM/CD Stereo, Lg Kitchen w/Dble
Sale Price
$54,900.00
Sinks, Microwave,Stove,
6 cu Refg,
Ducted AC, Ducted Furnace,
Bathrm, Shower,Dual Hydrau Jack, Escape Door w/Mangers

8’X30’X7’6” 13’ LQ, Sofa & Dinette, Soft Touch Walls & Ceiling, 6
cu Refg, Recessed 2 Burner Stove, Microwv, AM-FM-CD Stereo,
2006 Cherokee GN 4 Horse Super Chief
Shower, Pocket Door, Vanity, Sink, Hydr. Jack, Awning, Walk-Thru
8’X30’X7’6” 13’ LQ, Sofa & Dinette, Soft Touch Walls & Ceiling, 6
Door, Escape Door w/Drop Dwn Feed Doors, & HD Fold Dwn Bars,
cu Refg, Recessed 2 Burner Stove, Microwv, AM-FM-CD Stereo,
3 Mangers w/3 Manger Doors, Stud Divider, Padded Dividers,
Shower, Pocket Door, Vanity, Sink, Hydr. Jack, Awning, Walk-Thru
Rear Tack, Load Lights. Trailer Is In Mint Condition.
Door, Escape Door w/Drop Dwn Feed Doors, & HD Fold Dwn Bars,
Sale Price·
3 Mangers w/3 Manger
Doors,$44,900.00
Stud Divider, Padded Dividers,
Rear Tack, Load Lights. Trailer Is In Mint Condition.

Sale Price $58,900.00

Sale Price $54,900.00

Sale Price· $44,900.00

2013 Lakota Bighorn 3H GN

Sale
Price
Walk-In Dble Hanging
Closet,
Lg$58,900.00
Vanity, Stool, Radius Shower w/
Glass Door, Escape Door w/Drop Dwn Feed Door & Fold Dwn Bars

2009 Bison Stratus 3H GN w/8’ LQ

2004 Exiss GN Tall Event XT308 3H w/8’ LQ

2001 Jamco 3H GN

8’X22’X7’6” 6’ Slide Out, Dinette, 2 Bumer Stove, 3 cu Refg,
Microwv, AM/FMlCD Player, AC, Fumace, Shower, Stool, Hydra.
2009 Bison Stratus 3H GN w/8’ LQ
Jack, Awning, Walk-Thru Door, Escape Door,Drop Dwn Feed
8’X22’X7’6” 6’ Slide Out, Dinette, 2 Bumer Stove, 3 cu Refg,
Doors
& Fold
Own Bars,
2 Mangers
w/2 Manger
Microwv,
AM/FMlCD
Player,
AC, Fumace,
Shower,Doors
Stool, Hydra.

7’X22’X7’ 6‘ Slide Out, Sofa-Sleeper, 3.5 cu Refg., 2 Bumer Stove,
Microwv, AC, Furnace, Shower, Stool,Hydra. Jack, Awning, Es2004 Exiss GN Tall Event XT308 3H w/8’ LQ
cape Door, Drop Own Feed Doors, 2 mangers w/2 manger doors,
7’X22’X7’ 6‘ Slide Out, Sofa-Sleeper, 3.5 cu Refg., 2 Bumer Stove,
Rear
Tack,AC,
3 post
saddleShower,
rack, HayStool,Hydra.
Rack
Microwv,
Furnace,
Jack, Awning, Es-

6’ LQ 6’9”X20’X7’, Bench Seat, 3cu Refg, AC, Furnace, ShowerStool Combo, Awning, Elect. Jack, Escape Door, 2 Mangers,
2001 Jamco 3H GN
Grilled Stud Divider 1st Stall, Lined & Insulated Roof & Side
6’ LQ 6’9”X20’X7’, Bench Seat, 3cu Refg, AC, Furnace, ShowerWalls, Rear Tack, Saddle Rack, Trailer Is In Excellent Condition
Stool Combo, Awning, Elect. Jack, Escape Door, 2 Mangers,
Sale
$19,900.00
Grilled Stud Divider
1stPrice·
Stall, Lined
& Insulated Roof & Side
Walls, Rear Tack, Saddle Rack, Trailer Is In Excellent Condition

Sale Price· $33,500.00

Sale Price· $32,900.00

Sale Price· $19,900.00

Sale Price·
Jack, Awning, Walk-Thru
Door,$33,500.00
Escape Door,Drop Dwn Feed
Doors & Fold Own Bars, 2 Mangers w/2 Manger Doors

2003 Exiss 4H GN

Sale
Price·
$32,900.00
cape Door, Drop Own
Feed
Doors,
2 mangers w/2 manger doors,
Rear Tack, 3 post saddle rack, Hay Rack

2013 4 Star BP 2H

7’X22’X7’ Event SS400 4’ to 8’ Dress Rm, Camper Door w/Screen,
Escape Door, Drop Dwn Feed Doors & Fold Dwn Bars, Slam Latch
2003 Exiss 4H GN
Dividers, All Lined-Insulated & Rubber Lined, 4 Roof Vents, 40/60
7’X22’X7’ Event SS400 4’ to 8’ Dress Rm, Camper Door w/Screen,
Rear Doors w/Windows, Collaps. Rear Tack, 4 Tier Saddle Rack,
Escape Door, Drop Dwn Feed Doors & Fold Dwn Bars, Slam Latch
Bridle Hooks. Very Clean Trailer In Excellent Condition.
Dividers, All Lined-Insulated & Rubber Lined, 4 Roof Vents, 40/60
Sale Collaps.
Price $13,500.00
Rear Doors w/Windows,
Rear Tack, 4 Tier Saddle Rack,
Bridle Hooks. Very Clean Trailer In Excellent Condition.

6’ 10”X11’X7’, VNose Dress Rm, 2 Post Saddle Rack- Moveable
Dress Rm To Collaps. Drop Dwn Feed Doors w/Fold Dwn Bars,
2013 4 Star BP 2H
Rubber Sidewalls, Padded Divider w/Air Flow, Full Width Ramp B
6’ 10”X11’X7’, VNose Dress Rm, 2 Post Saddle Rack- Moveable
ehind Dble Rear Doors w/Windows. This Trailer Is In New Condition
Dress Rm To Collaps. Drop Dwn Feed Doors w/Fold Dwn Bars,
w/Very
Use. Padded Divider w/Air Flow, Full Width Ramp B
Rubber Little
Sidewalls,

Sale Price $13,500.00

Sale Price $12,500.00

Horse Digest

Sale
Price $12,500.00
ehind Dble Rear Doors
w/Windows.
This Trailer Is In New Condition
w/Very Little Use.

2003 Featherlite Stock Combo GN

6’ Dress Rm 7’X20’X7’, Camper Door w/Screen, 4 Tier Saddle
Rack, Bridle Hooks, GN Windows, Escape Door, Full Open Rear
2003 Featherlite Stock Combo GN
Door w/Half Slider, Spare Tire, Rubbr Mats. Very Clean Trailer
6’ Dress Rm 7’X20’X7’, Camper Door w/Screen, 4 Tier Saddle
Rack, Bridle Hooks, GN Windows, Escape Door, Full Open Rear
Sale Tire,
Price
$11,500.00
Door w/Half Slider, Spare
Rubbr
Mats. Very Clean Trailer

Sale Price $11,500.00
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That is the magic question that I find
hard to answer because there are no
replies that fit all the different disciplines and show requirements.
The answer that is most fitting to you
is what matters most to you and your plans to utilize your horse.
If you don’t know right now, it is ok. But you should start to learn
about what you want to do.
When breeding or buying a prospective horse, does size, conformation, disposition, athletic ability, looks, color, or bloodlines determine the success of a horse? Most likely it will be a combination
of several good traits that need to line up for the success that you
might desire.
In the quarter horse world bloodlines are talked about all the time.
For many years I appreciated this but did not understand it as well
as I do now, being an owner of performance bred quarter horses.
Using horses of specific bloodlines does not insure success for
the individual horse. But it does give you a very good indicator of
whether he might have cow sense, can run fast, or grow up to be a
very tall halter horse. In the end, it still gets down to the individuals
ability, desire, genotype, training, health and many other factors.
The best way that I have found to illustrate that bloodlines can help
you have a starting point indicator is to compare it to what the dog
industry has done, over centuries of selective breeding. If I really
want to have an effective duck hunting dog (for a companion and
worker in a sport that I invest lots of time, energy and money in), I
most likely would not start by looking at Bulldogs or Dachshunds.
If I wanted to excel at hunting upland birds like pheasants and desire a pointer, I would not invest a bunch of money in a well-bred
German Shepherd. As always there are exceptions to the rules. I
owned a very nice German Shorthair pointer and a Golden Retriever that were very good guard dogs. I just would not have bought
one as a puppy thinking it was bred to be that way naturally.
Why did I start out by asking so many questions? It is because
I have been involved with or around many different breeds and
disciplines of horses and it can get confusing. I have raised two
babies out of our Shorty Lena bred mare by Mister Dual Pep and
was a little disappointed with their size and height until I went
to watch the nations premier cutting horses at the NCHA Futurity
in Fort Worth. They are built as well as the competitors and have
trained up very well and are no smaller than the winners. I feel
confident now that they are very good horses for competing in the
cutting classes. On the other hand, they will most likely not ever
excel at roping, barrel racing or win on the track.
To conclude for this issue, it really gets down to what do you want
to do and how important are looks and color to you. Some of the
best performing horses are not the prettiest but they have the
heart, disposition, and body to win. An honest statement from a
trainer that I really respect is, “The best trainers in the world can
only add on 10-15% to what a horse is born with.”
Take time and study out what you want to do and then work with
people that really know what they are doing to help you. It takes a
sincere effort but will be worth every minute that you invest.
May God bless your efforts.
Rahn Greimann, Owner / Publisher
Performance Horse Digest
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Getting Closer to

Inspiration
by Al Dunning

Inspiration (in-spi-ra-tion): Stimulation of the mind or emotions to a high
level of feeling or activity.
Part of inspiration is dreaming. Dreaming
of greatness, of perhaps doing something
you saw someone else do and were awed
by, or even dreaming of doing something no
one has ever done. The horse inspires such
dreams in many people.
What is it about the horse that so inspires
people? Undoubtedly, it has to do with the
idea that the horse is a large, powerful animal with wild instincts, and yet with the right knowledge, man is able
to direct this creature and persuade him to do what he desires. Riding
on the back of a horse, with all his power and energy, is similar to
having a dream that you can fly. He can run faster and stop quicker
than you can, and you have all this power underneath you that you feel
connected with.
Tapping into that speed and power are part of the allure. So why not
just get a fast car? Because there is something deeply thrilling about
the interaction with another living creature. You don’t have to use your
brain to outsmart a car. Barring some mechanical defect, it will do
whatever you ask it to do, but our brainpower is the only edge we have
when dealing with horses. Their physical strength could overpower us
at any time. All we can hope for is to outthink them, or if we’re highly
skilled, to think like them.
We don’t even mind that things don’t always go our way when working
with a horse. We humans like a little adversity, and in fact, adversity
can inspire us. Part of the thrill of horsemanship is that each day with
a horse, something new can happen, be it a challenge or a new triumph. That keeps horsemanship ever exciting.
But what really inspires great horsemen is love. There are different
kinds of love for the horse. Some may love the horse for its beauty and
are content to feed and handle it as they would a pet. But the horse
trainer’s love for the creature is of a different nature. The best way
I can describe it is that it’s a love for the way a horse, with the right
guidance, can become a great athlete. It’s the thrill of knowing that
you can mold and train it in the direction for which it was predestined
before it was born.

a horseman he can’t get from any other source. And to say a cowboy
can feel euphoria over anything is really saying something! I am really talking about several types of love combined: Love for the horse,
love for the work, the love of being a cowboy, and love for the Western
lifestyle.
It isn’t every creature that can inspire that kind of love in a cowboy.
There’s something about the horse itself that drives a horseman’s
continual quest to find the next champion. Once they get the bug, they
can’t shake it.
And last, I think inspiration comes from an element in horsemanship
that allows us to get nearer to the natural world- something very instinctive and very ancient that brings us closer to the core elements
of who we are. Humans need that ancient connection, especially in
today’s urbanized world. In fact, the appeal of the Western lifestyle to
many is its association with freedom, nature, and our deepest sources
of satisfaction. And at the center of the Western lifestyle is the horse.

Arizona horseman, Al Dunning, has owned and operated
his “Almosta Ranch” since 1970. His expertise in all facets
of western events have elevated him to great success in
the AQHA, NRHA, NRCHA, and NCHA. Al has developed
a winning tradition with quarter horses that is well
documented. He trains, conducts clinics, and consults for
ranch development and equestrian planning. Learn more at
TeamADinternational.com.

When the horse is willing-when it has heart- that creates euphoria for
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SOONER OR LATER, EVERYONE HAS A MIDLIFE CRISIS.
Keep your horses looking and acting young with Triple Crown® Senior, the senior feed
recommended by veterinarians. The quality starts with the fiber. Triple Crown was the
first senior feed to use shredded beet pulp as the primary fiber source. It also provides the
highest fat level—10%—of any senior feed on the market, in addition to more nutrients
designed to enhance digestion: organic minerals (including recently FDA-approved organic
selenium), probiotics, yeast cultures and digestive enzymes. For more information, visit
www.triplecrownfeed.com or call 800-451-9916.
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2007 Palomino Stallion

FRENCHMANS
QUARTER
HORSES
PROVEN
MARE LINES!

J

Contact us for BREEDING INFORMATION and details on his upcoming 2015 Foal Crop!

TURN AGAIN FRENCHMAN, sired by
STREAKIN FOUR SIXES and out of
FRENCHMANS LIL TOPAZ, another
of our ranch mares sired by
Frenchmans Guy, captured the 2014
CHAMPIONSHIP at the GRID IRON
BARREL FUTURITY!

____________________

2015 BREEDING
FEE:
$1,000
Limited Book / Consideration
to Proven Mares ($250 NonRefundable Booking Fee)

JESS VEGAS’
oldest foals
are yearlings.
These are
just a few of
what he is
siring out of
our strong
performance
mare lines!

ISA FRENCHMAN

2014 Sorrel Stallion

2014 Rose Gray Filly

SENOR VEGAS

Dam - FRENCHMANS VALENTINE

Dam - FRENCHMANS IZZY
Dam - FRENCHMANS ISA DASH

2013 Palomino Mare

2013 Buckskin Stallion

(CJ Sugar x Frenchmans Topaz)

(Massasuta x Pcfrenchmanslisbet)

(Royal Quick Dash x Pcfrenchmanslisbet)

____________________

JOHN & LIS (Loiseau)
HOLLMANN

MY FRENCH VALENTINE

FRENCHMANS MR JESS

© 605-393-0900

Congratulations to
DEBBI & ERIN KING!

LARRY LARSON PHOTOGRAPHY, INC.

ESS VEGAS is out of SIXES
VEGAS - a daughter of our
proven ranch producer SEE
YOU IN VEGAS! She is a
FULL SISTER to FRENCHMANS
FABULOUS! He has already
sired the 2014 Champions at both
the FIZZ BOMB and ROPER RALLY
FUTURITIES plus qualifiers for the
Semi-Finals of THE AMERICAN! 1/3 of
the Finalists at the Fizz Bomb traced
back to the Frenchmans stallions or
our mare lines.

Dam - MS ROOSTER CHEX
(Senor Gallo Rojo x CM Fritz)

Proud to be sponsored by

PLATINUM COACH

Elegantly engineered. Extraordinarily tough.

Visit our WEBSITE for details on our BROODMARES and also
ARENA PROSPECTS now being offered at Private Treaty at the Ranch!

www.FrenchmansQuarterHorses.com
Horse Digest

HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA - 605-890-1610
RANCH MANAGER: GIDEON LUCEY 605-890-1444
emhollmann@gwtc.net
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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Winter Tune-up Exercises
by Monty Bruce
Our horses are getting long haired and wooly,
putting on their winter coats and I’m digging out
heavier and heavier coats, insulated riding boots,
warm chaps, and dreaming about Texas this time
of year.
It’s Winter Again! What do we do with our horses?
Do we put them away until we can ride outside
again? If you do they will be out of shape and unresponsive, and it will take a month to get them
back into shape. If we have access to an indoor
arena most of them are small. What can we get
done in that small of a pen?
Years ago I spent a couple of winters in a very
small indoor and trained several horses over the
winter in a pen that was only 45 x 50. I will say, to
get a lot done you have to be creative.
We have spent all summer trail riding, showing,
competing, and having fun on our horse, now,
since we can’t be out side and do some of their
events we can really concentrate on some training over the winter.
We can work on more softness and control on the
body parts of our horse; getting his face, flexing,
bending, and getting him to brake at the pole.
Sometimes I think it can help us if we think about
just playing with our horses, rather than training,
keep everything laid back and relax. Just play a
game with your horse…like, how far can I get
your head down or how responsive can I get you
off my leg, or how smooth and fast can I get you
to back up, by just barely picking up on the reins?

14 Issue 1 • 2015

We can set up some simple obstacles to help
keep our horse’s attention. It gives the horse a
reason for doing something. For example:
A. Lay a log (or pole) on the floor and ask your
horse to side pass directly over it, and try not to
touch it with his front or rear feet. As he gets better increase the level of difficulty.
B. Make a pole path in the shape of an L or with
a 90 degree turn in it. Now try to back your horse
through the path without hitting his feet on either
side. This increases hip control; you must move
his hip over to make the corner.

pen, this way and that. Lay the rein on his neck
and give him a moment to respond. If he doesn’t,
pull him with the inside rein and bump him with
the outside leg.
If you are in a small pen we can perform all these
exercises very slowly, which will help keep our
hands soft and slow and make our horses quiet
and relaxed.
Even if we only have 15 minutes a day in a very
small space to ride in we can do our horses a
lot of good. Keep them thinking, responsive and
progress their training if we only get creative.

C. Set several logs in a row. Trot over them and
then back over it. Get creative setting up your trail
or obstacles coarse.
All of these ‘games’ keep the horse and us thinking. It also gives us something fun and specific
to accomplish and is a low stress way to get our
horse more responsive. Each time we ask our
horse to do any of these games; remember to
keep our hands softer and smoother.
D. You can spend a lot of time working on your
stops. Just at a trot. Trotting my horse in a circle
keeps him guessing and listening to me. Set
down first, pick up the reins and if he doesn’t
stop, send him off again. Then ask him again;
Repetition, Repetition, Repetition, until you get a
good one.

Monty Bruce is a multi-time Reined
Cow Horse and Reining Futurity and
Derby champion. Monty, his assistants,
and students have won numerous
World and Reserve championships and
are continuing to succeed in the show
pen.
The Monty Bruce Training Center
is a full service equine facility that
specializes in Reined Cow Horse,
Reining, and the Performance Horse.
The Center strives to provide superior
care and training for all equine needs.
Visit MontyBruce.com for more info.

E. Work on neck reining you horses around the
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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NEW YEAR NEW HORSE!
by Martha Josey

can possibly scrape together. That situation puts too much pressure on
the deal, the horse, the seller, and the buyer! Don’t spend more than
you can afford. It’s just too much stress.
There are several kinds of horses you can buy. There’s the young prospect that is not started, the horse that is just started and ready to start
competing, the proven winner that’s ready to go right now, and the
older horse that still has some good years left. A lot of times a person
who cannot afford to go out and buy a horse that’s right in his prime
and wining right now might pay a little less for a teenage horse that has
a couple of years left. And don’t think teenagers can’t get the job done.
At any given time a good percentage of the top 15 in the standings of
the NBHA, WPRA, or Josey Jr. World will be teenagers. An older horse
can save you money and help you win!
If you’re inexperienced or a beginner, do not buy a horse that is below your skill level. You definitely don’t need the horse that isn’t even
started on barrels. You cannot train a horse when you are just learning
yourself. Likewise, if you are ready to win in open competition, you will
want a horse that is ready to win.
Before I look at a horse, I will first write down everything I’m looking
for so I will have an idea of what I want. I’ll know the age, price, sex,
mare or gelding. I’ll also make a list of people to buy from who have
won on different horses over the years, and have sold horses that have
gone on to win. These are people who know how to train and will have
quality horses for sell.
Remember, when you finally find a prospect you like. Check them
THOROUGHLY, in as much detail as possible. If you don’t know enough
to make an experienced judgment on your own, take someone with you
who can, or have a vet check the animal. A horse can be a huge investment. Don’t let it be a gamble.
If you are looking for a new horse this year, remember that the most important thing about buying a new horse is that you have to find one that
really suits you. You should be COMPLETELY sold on a horse before you
buy it. If you have any doubts, take a closer look. If there’s something
you dislike about a horse, chances are you will like him less later on.
The biggest problem we see is that people get in too big a hurry and
buy the first horse they see. Another problem is they try several horses
and none of them suit them, but lack of patience causes them to go
ahead settle for a horse because they are tired of looking. Either way,
the same thing happens: they end up with something not quite what
they wanted.
Remember back to when you were in high school. Aren’t you glad you
didn’t marry the first guy or girl you fell in love with? Buying a barrel
horse is similar. Don’t fall in love with the first horse you try. Spend
some time and shop around.
When you decide to buy a horse, the first thing you need to decide is
exactly what you are looking for. Ask yourself, “What kind of competitions will I be entering? AQHA? Open rodeos? WPRA? IPRA?” Also ask,
“What kind of arenas do I ride in most?” Think of as many questions as
you can about what your needs are, then WRITE DOWN the qualities in
a horse you are looking for.

Once you find the physical aspects of a horse satisfying to your needs,
make sure you find out if he has any bad habits, and his temperament
needs to complement your own.
Take your time. Patience, along with smart decisions and thorough inspection are a must when looking for a prospect. Just like with a marriage, your horse will be your partner through good and the bad times.
Make sure you choose right one!
Good luck with your search and I’ll look for you at the pay window.

Martha Josey personifies barrel racing for many people.
She was the first and only cowgirl to qualify for the National
Finals Rodeo in four consecutive decades. She has the
distinction of winning both the AQHA and WPRA World
Championships in the same year. Her career has stretched,
win-to-win, over four decades.
For more information, visit
BarrelRacers.com.

Next, make up your mind how much you can pay, and don’t be pressured to pay too much. As sellers, R.E. and I have sold a lot of horses.
It’s hard when you know that the buyer is spending every penny they
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LIFE IS
Always
Changing
by Barbra Schulte
Barbra Challenges You!
Riding a horse is one of those things we can do and not “have to” be
in great physical shape. By “do” I’m talking about your ability to stay
on and ride around.
Herein lies the challenge. If we are not personally motivated to be fit
for our own well being in everyday life, we may not work out for our
horsemanship either.
Know that what I’m about to say is a message to myself too! I’m right
there with you!
There is always change in our horse lives.
This can happen when our horse has to be laid off. Or, there’s been
a change in finances. Or, maybe a trainer or a vet moved. Perhaps a
dear family member passed on to a heavenly life and your riding situation is super impacted by that event. These are just a few examples
of changes that cause our horse lives to proceed on a different path.
This year, as changes occurred in my life, I came to know that change
is the only thing that never changes.
The following is a list of values and beliefs that now guide my view of
staying open to the gifts in big and small life events (even if the gifts
are not apparent in the beginning):
1. I re-examine what’s important. As I make decisions moving forward,
I ask myself, “What do I REALLY want?”
2. Unforeseen situations are huge reminders that change always happens.
3. I choose to actively look for the gifts in the change. That helps me
expect positive things in the future. I wonder, “ What’s around the corner that I could never have dreamed possible?”
4. New situations and people bring fresh ideas. That’s exciting.
5. I’ve gotten really clear about MY job during a change. My job is to
take charge of my response to the change ... not to try and control the
change itself.

Here’s the deal. If we don’t get in shape, we not only can’t ride at our
greatest potential from a physical balance, strength and flexibility perspective … but our ability to ride can get worse and worse with age.
You may know from my training articles, I’m big about mental and physical awareness of your core. I have just gotten into Pilates - I know
… “Hello, Barb, where have you been?” - and I love it because of the
core strengthening aspect and the exercises require you to focus on
breathing as you move independent body parts. How PERFECT is that
for riding? I also improvise with yoga poses in between for flexibility!
So here’s my challenge:
Start with ONE entry-level pilates exercise.
This exercise will take maybe 2 minutes of
your time (that includes putting a mat out
and/or getting on the mat and getting back
up again and putting the mat away!)
For the next 30 days, do this exercise – increase the number of repetitions as you believe you are ready to up the challenge!
Here is a link to a simple video you can follow to increase your core strength:
http://www.fitnessblender.com/v/exercise-detail/Pilates-HundredsLv-1/46/

6. And last, but perhaps most importantly, an attitude of gratitude is the
ultimate dose of good energy to any challenging change. Gratitude for
the past, present, and future keeps me focused on the good ... and not
on who or what I don’t have.

Barbra is a personal performance coach for all riders, a cutting
horse trainer, author, speaker, clinician and 2012 National
Cowgirl Hall of Fame Inductee. Visit her Blog and signup to
receive her FREE monthly email newsletter, “News From
Barbra”.

I encourage you to embrace whatever the changes have been for you in
2014 and surely will come in 2015.

Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.
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Let’s Talk

Horsemanship
With Richard Winters

When I can, I am always anxious to help young people as they pursue
their passion and education in horsemanship. Recently a young college
student of equine studies asked for my help in regard to her research
project. I believe that some of our correspondence could of interest to
you as well.
The following is a list of questions I was asked along with my responses.
Q How long now have you been working with horses?
A I have worked professionally with horses for over 30 years.
Q What inspired you to use these methods of working with horses?
A As a young man I had the opportunity to work for a horseman who
introduced me to the higher levels of horsemanship. It was at that time,
in 1980, in which I realized that horseback riding and horsemanship are
two very different things. Horseback riding can be simply mechanical.
Horsemanship is an art. It is a craft that can be studied for a lifetime.
Q My love of horses is foreign to my parents; there is no history of
horses in their families. I would be interested to know where your
passion for horses started and is it still as strong today?
A My situation is similar. No one in my family was involved with horses. My parents knew nothing about horses or the industry. I have one
sister and she had no interest in horses. Ever since I was a little boy, all
I wanted to be was a cowboy. I never wanted to be a fireman or policeman. It seems like this is a passion and interest that you are either born
with, or you are not. My interest is just as strong today as it was when
I was a little boy.
Q
My horse, Texas,
works in a bitless bridle
and an English saddle –
are there any tips that
would make a difference?
A
Good horsemanship is universal. It really makes no difference whether you are an
English rider or Western
Richard coaching an aspiring young horseman.
rider. All horses still
learn in the same manner. Whether you ride in a snaffle bit, hackamore or a bitless bridle the
principles of training are the same. Your horse needs to learn how to
yield to pressure rather than resist. That’s why our feel, timing and
balance is so important. We are trying to condition our horse to follow
the feel much like a dancing partner follows the leader. It is important
to remember that horses do not respond to the pressure that we apply.
Rather, they respond to the release of pressure. A rider needs to be
aware that it makes a difference every time you pick up on a rein. And
it makes a difference every time you release.
Q Unfortunately I cannot work with Texas daily, But I am there 3-4
times a week. What should I notice in the first hour or what should I
see to acknowledge I am making progress?
A You are the leader. You are the one who must have confidence in
every situation. Horses are prey animals. Their instincts tell them to
be perceptive and aware of any kind of changes in people, places or
things. Some horses are born more laid-back. Others are born with a
more fractious nature. Just like people have different temperaments.
Ultimately, you want to teach your horse to have more confidence in
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Higher levels of horsemanship can be attained.

your leadership than the fear he has of things around him. Some riders
often inflate situations. In other words, don’t make a mountain out of
a molehill. It is your job as the leader to make a molehill out of your
horses perceived mountain.
Q Would you recommend a time limit for each session I spend with
Texas, i.e. an hour, less or more?
A Five minutes of the wrong this is too much. Three hours of the right
thing could be just fine. That is why you cannot put specific time frames
on training. Horses are learning from the moment they wake up until
the moment you take off their halter and walk away. Twenty minutes of
productive training could be more than enough for that day. Tomorrow,
a three-hour trail ride could be just right.
Q Watching your DVD’s, it is clear that one of the keys to training
a horse in our situation is repeating exercises over and over again
until they understand the principle of ‘right things easy, wrong things
difficult’. We have been advised to undertake training exercises (i.e.
the Desensitizing with Flags’) before riding. Will this make the horse
lose focus when I do something different, i.e. will he be more focused
on the training exercise rather then the riding?
A Your question refers to groundwork before riding. This can be a very
important step in the training process. Much like a pilot goes through
a preflight checklist before taking off. Preparing your horse mentally,
physically and emotionally before getting on can be very valuable. Many
people have gotten hurt because they’ve gotten on their horse prematurely, before the horse was mentally and physically warmed up. Not
all horses need extensive groundwork before riding. However, many
valuable lessons can be taught from the ground that will help you be
more successful when riding. Everything should be done in a balanced
manner. Although groundwork can be very good, there is no substitute
for riding. At some point we need to get on and be the confident leader
our horse need us to be.

Richard Winters credentials include World Championship titles in the
National Reined Cow Horse Association. He is an AA rated judge. He
has judged the Supreme Extreme Mustang Make-Over, many NRCHA
Club Shows, along with myriad Horse Expo Contests. Richard was
the 2009 Road to the Horse Colt Starting Champion followed by an
invitation to be the events “Horsemanship Commentator” thereafter.
You can view Richard Winters Horsemanship programming on Dish
Network HRTV - Channel 398 many times each week. You also can
“Connect” with Richard Winters on Facebook and YouTube. For
more information about Richard Winters Horsemanship please go to
WintersRanch.com.
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It

DEPENDS
by Doug Lindgren

Yesterday our friend and neighbor hosted a
clinic that was focused on trail challenges.
The obstacles were the same as you might see
at competitive trail events and trail classes
at your typical horse show. The participants
were able to take their horses and mules
through the series of obstacles to test their
level of training and ability to manage the different challenges. All-in-all everyone learned
a lot and the riders didn’t do bad, either. That
was a joke…
Our friend, Angie, used two of her horses at the
clinic. She told me about the experience she
had with each of them. I was able to observe
some of the clinic, too, and it was no surprise
to me each horse handled the obstacles very
differently. Both of these horses have had a
lot of riding, both of them have been on the
trail quite a bit and one has done a lot of gaming, poles, barrels, etc.
Angie started out with Sunny, a five year old
gelding that she uses mostly for trail riding.
Sunny approached the obstacles quietly, with
confidence, and did really well. Each challenge
was handled without much effort. Sunny is really laid back and has a very calm demeanor
and is generally unflappable. Watching Sunny
move from one obstacle to the next was uneventful and that’s a good thing. His confidence showed and his quiet, easy-going style
came through along with the reflection of a
confident, relaxed rider. When watching Angie
ride Sunny, it was easy to tell she was comfortable and confident. Once again, the horse
was a reflection of the rider and vice versa.
Next, Angie took her prize winning barrel
horse to the arena to give her a chance to
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shine. Well, same rider, very different horse. This time, Angie brought a
horse with a very different personality to the obstacle course. There’s a
reason she uses Daisy as her barrel
horse. Daisy is a quick, snappy little
spitfire that is always ready to GO.
Her personality is easy to see and one
has no doubt that she can get busy at
the drop of a hat. In Daisy’s mind the
only time she needs to side pass is
to have somewhere to go before she
launches herself towards the poles
she’s going to bend. And why would
she want to drag a bag full of cans
around behind her if she wasn’t going to get somewhere fast? Handling
the challenges for Daisy were just
that, CHALLENGES. No longer did we
see the quiet, comfortable, confident
Angie riding her quiet, comfortable,
confident mount. She was on a horse of a different color. (Sunny is a palomino and Daisy is
a sorrel… another bad joke….) What I mean
is that the two horses are made of very different fabric and given the same circumstances
Angie had two very different outcomes. When
riding Daisy into the obstacles it was easy to
see both horse and rider were challenged and
were uneasy about managing the course. Daisy certainly is able to do everything Sunny can
do but it’s just not as comfortable and easy for
her. She isn’t unflappable and gets worried
much easier than Sunny and that’s ok. Angie
just had to adjust her methods and recognize
that she has two very different horses. She
knows she has to approach each horse with
different expectations and she has to build
her relationship with each horse differently,
as well.
Horses are like kids. They are all wired differently and as long as we recognize that we
can do just fine. As long as we don’t try to put
each horse or kid into the same mold everyone is better for it. It’s our job to be flexible,
willing, and able to adjust to the differences
among our students. It’s our responsibility
to figure out what it takes to train and teach
our pupils. The better we are at figuring out
the answers our students are searching for,
and the better we are at communicating our
desired outcome, the better teachers we become.
Angie and the other participants had different
horses engaged in the clinic. All of them had
poles to bend, plastic tarps to cross, and mail
boxes to open. All of them asked their horses
to move through the course at their own pace.
All of them used a little different approach

to conquer the challenges that lay ahead of
them. All of them gained confidence in their
horses. All of them went home knowing they
had a better horse and that they were a better
horseperson for participating. Everyone was
better off because they had tried something
new and different. They managed to get to a
point of training that was good for all of the
varied personalities in the arena. Because
every horse and rider is different, a variety of
approaches were used to find the end game.
You know what, that’s the way it’s supposed
to be.
When I’m asked how I start a colt or work to
adjust an undesired behavior I can always
answer the question in generalities. The details are not that easy because IT DEPENDS. It
depends on the horse because every horse is
different and every situation is different. The
truth is, given the same situation on a different day; your horse’s reaction may be totally
different. So, you have to always be aware of
how the day is going for you and your horse
and be ready to make adjustments. Neither I
nor anyone else can give you a cut and dried
answer to any of the questions you may have
because IT DEPENDS.
You can never know what to expect in any
given situation because you are dealing with a
living, breathing, thinking animal. Your horse
is in his world and is constantly focused on his
survival and then you show up. In his mind
he’s fine as long as something isn’t trying to
eat him and he has plenty to eat himself.
It shouldn’t be any surprise to you that your
horse has questions in his mind when you ask
him to step over an obstacle or walk through
a gauntlet of noodles. What does any of that
stuff have to do with his survival or his ability to fill his tummy??? Why should he become submissive to you and allow you to be
his leader? Why? Because you have spent the
time to build a relationship with him and you
depend on each other to accomplish certain
objectives, all-be-it mastering obstacles in a
trail challenge or catching a calf running down
the arena.
You figure out what it takes to accomplish your
objective. The efficiency you have in reaching
your objective depends on you, your horse,
and your ability to ADJUST to each situation.
You both get there because you are living,
breathing, thinking animals, one and the same.
“It’ll Be Fine” when you realize that the answer to your questions about training your
horse is IT DEPENDS…

Doug and Jody Lindgren own and operate
Hay Creek Ranch near Nemo, South
Dakota. Doug rides 2-10 hours every day,
spring, summer and fall, training horses
to be great trail horses.
Visit HayCreekRanch.net.
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Theories & Philosophies of

HORSEMANSHIP
by Craig Cameron

“On the road to becoming a good horseman, you must first
develop a good relationship with your horse, based on trust,
respect and understanding.”
The fundamentals of all good horsemanship are the same. It doesn’t
matter what seat or discipline or style of equitation you ride. You can
take dressage principles and apply them to your western horse. A good
horseman is a good horseman in any saddle, just as a good horse is a
good horse, no matter the breed.
Great horsemen consistently ride good horses because their horses are
a reflection of them. It’s been said that the horse seeks the level of the
rider. I think there’s a lot of truth to that. One rider can get on a horse
and get nothing out of the animal, while another rider can accomplish
a lot because he presents things to the horse in a way the horse can
understand. Any time you see a good horseman, try to learn from him,
no matter the discipline, whether it’s reining, western pleasure, dressage or jumping.

Definition of Horsemanship
Horsemanship can be simply stated: Horse + man (or woman) = relationship.
In every phase of horsemanship - on the ground or in the saddle - you
have a relationship with your horse. Whether it’s any good or not depends on you, not your horse. It’s up to you to build a solid, working
partnership. Your horse isn’t going to do it for you.
I’ve always said that the horse is perfect for what he is and that’s a
horse. He doesn’t have to do or change anything. In perfecting our
relationship with him, we, as humans, must understand the animal’s
nature and mechanics and present ourselves to the horse in a way he
can comprehend. Realize that horsemanship is all about working on
yourself, not so much working on the horse. The horse is a rhythmical,
balanced, patient, trusting and consistent animal. It’s you who needs
to develop feel, timing, rhythm, balance, patience, consistency and understanding.
The following theories and philosophies behind horsemanship are
something to think about and let soak in over time. As you advance in
your horsemanship knowledge and skills, their full and true meaning
will become more meaningful to you.

Feel
One of the first and most important things you must cultivate is feel. It’s
also one of the most difficult because it’s a hard concept to describe
and no one can give it to you. A good book to read about feel is a book
titled True Horsemanship Through Feel, by Bill Dorrance and Leslie Desmond, published by Diamond Lu Productions.
Feel is more than just a physical touch; it’s also an emotional response
and a mental approach to whatever situation you find yourself in with
your horse.
Learning to do anything - dancing, playing a guitar, swinging a golf club
takes time and no one can really make you understand it or do it. They
can teach you the fundamentals, but you’ll have to create your own
style and feel.
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It’s the same in horsemanship. You’ll have to develop your own lightness and understanding of the horse, or feel. For example, when your
horse is giving to the bit in response to one of your requests, the most
important thing you can do is give back or release the pressure you
placed on the horse. The release is the only thing in it for the horse.
What you’re trying to say to the horse is: “When you give, I’ll give.”
That’s a feel. “When you’re soft, I’m soft.” That’s a feel. “When you
yield, I yield.” That’s a feel. It’s something you’re going to have to work
on over a period of time. Be patient with yourself. Be patient with your
horse. It’s about give and take and truly a game of feel.
You can recognize that you’re developing feel by your horse’s responses. It’ll take time for you to learn when to use more pressure and when
to use less. In the beginning it might take a lot, but in the end it should
take less. The result is a feel that’s more of a suggestion and finally
just a thought.

Experience
Experience is the best teacher for feel. And if you want to experience
horsemanship, you have to live it. You have to read about it, study it,
make it your passion. You have to love it. Even if you don’t have a horse,
you can hang around a stable and clean stalls. Sit in the stands at horse
events, watch and become a part of the horse industry. You can associate with people who’re involved in it. Make it your lifestyle. Pretty soon
you’ll be able to grow. How can you be better if you’re not willing to put
in the time and work? It’s your job to get the experience.
If you’re lucky enough to have a horse, become a part of his life. Don’t
just catch him when you want to ride him. Go into his stall or corral,
pet him, scratch behind his cars and hang out with your horse. Make
it so he’s happy to see you coming. You don’t want your horse to run

A Native Texan Craig Cameron, one of the original clinicians, is
on the road more than 44 weeks a year covering 80,000 miles
demonstrating the style of horsemanship he has perfected in
the last 23 years. Called the “public defender of the horse,” Craig
dedicates himself to those who educate their horses by first
educating themselves. At an age where most have long since
retired the thought of starting colts, Craig Cameron known as
“The Cowboy’s Clinician,” starts hundreds of horses each year.
Learn more about Craig Cameron at www.CraigCameron.com
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away; you want him to come to you. Be with
your horse like another horse would. All the
time you’ll be learning from him. That’s how
you become a horse-man, and your horse becomes a man-horse. Your horse will get in tune
with you.

gaits, there’s a rhythm, and you need to move
with it. They don’t call it sitting, they call it
riding.
It’s like dancing. You and your horse are partners. Even if one person (you) is leading and
one person (the horse) is following, ideally
you’re still moving together. As your horse’s
partner, it’s your responsibility to be in rhythm
with your horse’s feet. It comes down to footwork.

Don’t think of a horse as just a thing. He’s not
a tractor. He is a living, breathing entity, just
like you. Learning horsemanship is like learning another language. You’ve got to become
bilingual and speak horse to the horse.

Balance

Timing
Timing is everything. Your timing has to be
good in order to communicate with the horse
on his level. Timing is discipline and timing
is release. You have to know when to release
pressure so the horse has an incentive to learn
what you want. It’s not the amount of pressure you place on the reins or spurs; it’s the
release the horse is interested in. It’s the release that makes them responsive and light.
Bits and spurs work on pressure and if you pull
or push hard enough they work on pain. It’s
not the pressure or pain that gives the horse
the incentive, it’s the release. Horsemanship,
like all things athletic, is a matter of feel, timing and balance.
Realize that time is not a concept horses understand. A horse never thinks in terms of time
- of minutes or hours. That’s a human thing.
I’ve never seen a horse wear a watch. They
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live in the moment. Time to the horse is time to
eat, time to breed, time to move, time to sleep,
length of day or night; that’s time to a horse.

Balance is a state of equilibrium. You shouldn’t
hinder or impede your horse’s movement with
unbalanced riding, which would upset his
equilibrium. Be in balance with your horse
as you sit in the saddle, not too far forward,
nor too far back. Don’t lean from side to side.
Move with your horse and not against him.
A balanced rider helps, not hinders, a horse
through all movements. You’re riding a living entity; stay centered. The importance of
balance in all maneuvers can never be overemphasized. It’s a key ingredient in all great
horsemanship. Riding bareback will help you
develop your balance.
Get Craig’s book and DVD’s at www.CraigCameron.com

Rhythm
Rhythm is a specific pattern of movement.
Good horsemanship is getting in sync with
your horse’s movement. In any of the horse’s
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BLOODLINES
by Dena Kirkpatrick

I believe that horses have strong family traits just as humans do. I have
been fortunate enough, at my age, to have had opportunities to ride
and/or study many bloodlines that have been used in barrel racing. In
the world of barrel racing, genetics are varied and diverse, unlike many
other equine disciplines. There have been great barrel horses that are
pure Cutting or Reining bred, or purely Racing bred, and many that are
a mix of these. The varied sizes of arenas, surfaces and conditions that
a barrel horse may encounter at any given event gives the opportunity
for many different styles and body types of horses to be successful.
These truths, and the fact that ours is not a judged event, make for
a very complicated puzzle to put together when a person is trying to
be successful in barrel racing. Bloodlines of the horses we use are an
important piece of the puzzle, so I make a point to study the lines of a
young horse that I am putting in training. If I have no prior experience
with his or her lines, I will contact someone I know who has had experience and success with them.
The lineage of a barrel horse prospect can be very helpful when you are
training him or her if you are familiar with the tendencies and behavior
of the parents and grandparents. Similar to people, some genetic traits
seem to skip a generation, while others are passed, very obviously,
directly to the offspring.
It is interesting to look at a particular horse and be able to have an idea
of his lines by assessing his physical appearance. Many horses will
produce offspring that are easily recognizable, if you are familiar with
them. I believe a horse’s appearance can give me clues as to which
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traits of his parents
he or she has inherited, but I have no
scientific proof that
physical
appearance of a horse indicates which parent his personality will be more like.
Evaluating the genetics and traits of specific bloodlines is definitely
not an exact science. Each horse is as individual as our fingerprints
and their personalities will reflect this fact. It is, however, helpful to
have knowledge of a horse’s bloodlines while training them. There is
a saying, “Forewarned is forearmed.” I like to be prepared to deal with
anything that may arise in the practice pen when I am training my barrel horses, and knowing their genetics helps me do this.
In the next few issues, I will discuss some of my favorite bloodlines
from the past to the present. I have been blessed with some awesome
horses in my life, and am now riding some of their offspring and even
their grandsons and daughters.

More information about Dena can be found on her website:
www.DenaKirkpatrick.com.
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Racer’s Edge is all about
barrel racing!

8-Week Series premieres
Wednesday, February 11
7:30pm CST
Features barrel racers like Sherry Cervi, Lisa Lockhart,
Jolene Montgomery, Taylor Jacob and many more!

Brought to you by Classic Equine and hosted
by Dena Kirkpatrick, Racer’s Edge will take
you on an action-packed, inspiring, humorous
and emotional journey. See some of your
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Cold Backs,
Cinchy-ness,
Saddles and Feet
By Jim Masterson
Dear Jim, Can you explain how to deal with “cold back”? I’ll
be massaging a horse who has a “cold back”, and who is very
cinchy - it takes almost a half hour before they can cinch him
tight enough to mount the saddle. Thanks.
Hi Thanks,
There are a couple of possibilities for a horse that is Cinchy or Girthy.

back and is girthy, then the back
is probably not the cause of the
girthiness.

a) It could be suffering from a (very) sore back; meaning that when the
saddle is cinched up he’s reacting to the pressure of the saddle, or b) he
could be reacting to pain in the girth area. We can try to narrow down where
the soreness is by poking around in a few places, and maybe by taking a
look at the horse’s history, but we also want to find out what’s causing the
soreness in in the first place so that we can work to eliminate it.

There can be other causes of
sore back besides saddle fit; pain from past injury, such as slipping or falling (this shows up often in the lumbar and sacrolumbar area); unfit and
overweight horses (I see a lot of sore backs on overweight horses); and sore
front feet (when both feet are sore, the horse will get sore behind the withers in an effort to take weight off of the front end.

Of course some horses will overreact to any slight discomfort just because
of their personality (we’ve all come across the drama queens), but even if
that is the case it’s worthwhile to eliminate the possibility of actual physical
discomfort.

Speaking of feet, let’s look at the next possible - and even more common source of girthiness in the horse; pain in the girth area. This area can also be
palpated for pain, specifically where the two pectoral muscles run between
the front legs, on each side down below the “armpit”. This is where the girth
runs underneath and behind the front legs. If you get a pain reaction here on
one or both sides, then this could be the cause of the girthiness.

Regarding any unwanted behavior in the horse, the horse always behaves
the way it does for a reason. Sometimes the reason is that it’s been conditioned (usually by us or someone before us) to react to our behaviors;
sometimes it’s out of fear or insecurity; sometimes it’s reacting to pain or
physical discomfort. It might also be that the horse is just feeling energetic,
tired, sick, or hormonal at the time; but if you look at it from the point of view
that the horse always does what it does for a reason, and you can determine
what that reason is, you may be able to change the unwanted behavior.
First let’s talk about the possibility that the girthiness is caused by the back.
A sore back can be caused by a lot of things, not necessarily the saddle, but
if the back is sore you have to look at the possibility that poor saddle fit is
the culprit. If it is the saddle, it may be sore from the present saddle, or may
have accumulated pain from poorly fitting saddles in the past.
You can determine if your horse’s back is sore by palpating for soreness;
searching for soreness by dragging the hard tip of your finger or fingers
across certain areas of the back, with the intention of finding where the
horse may be covering up excessive or abnormal pain. If the horse is sore
in an area, as you go over it he will react by tensing the muscle, flinching,
dipping away from your finger. In some cases you may have to press pretty
hard, or if the horse is very sore you may not, but if you’re pressing hard
enough the horse will tell you if an area is sore. It may take a little practice
to get the feel for this, but palpating the back for soreness is a good habit
to get in to.
These areas you will want to palpate are 1) down the middle of the spine
from the withers to the croup 82R6916, 2) where the panels of the saddle
sit along each side the spine 82R6918, and continuing on to the lower back
behind the saddle on each side of the spine towards the pelvis. Combined
with a saddle fit check, if the reactions show up in areas where the pressure, bridging or twisting occurs, then there’s a good chance that these are
adversely affecting the horse.
What creates a “cold back” as opposed to a sore back is time. If a saddle
continues to create soreness in the back, over time the muscles will atrophy
and the back will become stiff, flat and dull to pain. If your horse has a cold
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So the next question is, what’s causing the soreness there? If the horse
is ridden in a western saddle, then it’s possible the horse has been overcinched in the past and some damage done to the muscles here. This is less
likely to happen with an English saddle as the girths don’t have the leverage
of western girths, and have elastic on one or both buckles.
More commonly, pain in this area is an indicator of a sore front foot or feet.
If you get a more painful reaction on one side than the other, that points to
the possibility of soreness in the foot or lower leg on the same side. If the
horse’s neck and poll are tight and/or sore on the same side, it’s another
sign that this might be the case. If you get a reaction on both sides then it’s
possible that the pain is due to over-cinching, but there is also the possibility that both feet are sore, especially if you have accompanying pain and/or
tension in the neck and poll.
Pain that causes girthiness can be eased with bodywork, but if the source
of the problem isn’t taken care of, then the girthiness will continue to come
back. I hope this might help you get to the source of the problem.
Good luck.
Jim

Jim Masterson has been the equine bodywork therapist for the 2006,
2008, 2010 and 2012 USEF Endurance Teams, and has worked on thousands of horses, including equine athletes competing in FEI World Cup,
Pan American and World Equestrian Games competitions. He is the author of the book and DVD Beyond Horse Massage, and the DVDs Equine
Massage For Performance Horses and Dressage Movements Revealed. Go
to www.mastersonmethod.com for more information.
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Performance
Fundamentals:
Pleasure Classes
By Pat Parelli

Most competitions that we participate in have
practical roots. These roots are important. Within
the history of every competition lie the original
intent, goal and principles that kept the horse and
human in mind. In the case of pleasure classes
or rail classes, the idea was to develop a horse
that would be a pleasure to ride, a horse that
you could take out for a leisurely ride across the
countryside. In order to be best suited for this
purpose a horse would need to have a fast walk
and smooth gaits and be nice-looking, like a town
car.
My experience in pleasure classes comes from
Troy Henry, my mentor, with whom I stayed for
five years until his passing. Mr. Henry was famous for his ability to select horse and rider partnerships that would create a winning combination. He was also a firm believer in cross-training.
According to Mr. Henry, every good performance
horse, regardless of specialty, should know and
do three things: rail classes, trail classes and
reining classes. Most people had pleasure horses
that could only do the rail; people couldn’t ride
them out into the middle of the arena to save
their lives! Mr. Henry’s horses excelled at pleasure classes, but they could also do a fairly good
job at reining and trail. Consequently, all of his
reining horses could do pleasure and trail classes, all of his pleasure horses could do reining and
trail classes, and so on. They were performance
horses. This cross-training kept his horses exuberant and excellent in their craft; it is why they
lasted so long. The final lesson I took from Mr.
Henry was that if you put the relationship and the
foundation first and then specialize in an area of
a horse’s particular talent, you’ll have a horse
who is confident and balanced and good at what
he loves to do—provided that we don’t knock
it out of him through over-specialization or too
much pressure.

peting in a pleasure
class boils down to one
thing: every judge can
spot a horse that acts
like a partner. A horse
that acts like a partner
maintains gait, maintains direction and looks where he is going. The
first responsibility is to maintain gait, and this is
where a lot of people get into trouble by micromanaging their horses. What I mean by “maintain gait” is that a horse understands that it is
his responsibility to stay in the gait you asked for
and not go slower or faster. You’re not holding the
horse back or urging him to keep him going, and
it’s something you teach him by asking for it and
leaving him alone, and only gently correcting him
when he changes gait. It doesn’t take long for the
horse to understand the concept.
The second responsibility is to maintain direction. Well, what is the direction? The direction in
pleasure classes is defined as you follow the rail.
When a horse accepts this responsibility as his
own, he’ll follow the rail regardless of whether
or not the arena is a square, a rectangle, a circle,
or an oval. A good judge will be able to see this.
Judges will see the subtle differences between
a horse that is being ridden with legs and reins
to keep him on the rail and a horse that puts in
80% of the effort just by taking the responsibility
of maintaining direction within the gait. This is
where the third responsibility, looking where you
are going, begins to reveal itself. For example,
once your horse has accepted this responsibil-

ity, you will find that when he encounters another
horse in the class he will self-regulate by backing
off or looking to you for direction. By accepting
this final responsibility your horse will look out
for horses, for obstacles, for uneven ground, for
everything.
The human’s part of the partnership is to have
sport-specific focus—to know what it takes to
get the job done but not let it get out of balance.
Usually it is the super-focused human who lucks
into a horse that is supremely natural in the sport
who becomes the champion and therefore the
model for others. As a result, many horses are
tormented into trying to emulate that, and when
they break down because they can’t do it they are
passed off as “dinks”. It is my observation that
to err is human, but to blame the horse is even
more human. And to take the credit for success is
the most human of all! So whenever I think about
sports or performance, I try to get back to the
base and to its roots. If not, our need to specialize
our horses will get caught up in the fad and fashion of today without thinking of the horse that will
be needed tomorrow. The final thing to remember
is to keep it natural. If you keep it natural by putting the relationship first and putting the foundation before specialization, you might end up being the next world champion . . . naturally!

Pat Parelli coined the term “natural horsemanship” and founded his program based on a
foundation of love, language and leadership. Together with his wife Linda, Pat has spread
PNH across the globe with campuses in the United States, United Kingdom and Australia. //
ParelliConnect.com.

So as we look at pleasure riding, we need to
remember to keep it simple. Successfully com-
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Strategic
Deworming:
	
  

How	
  do	
  I	
  know	
  if	
  my	
  herd	
  has	
  resistant	
  parasites?	
  

The	
   only	
   way	
   to	
   evaluate	
   for	
   drug	
   resistance	
   is	
   by	
   the	
   fecal	
   egg	
   count	
   reduction	
   test.	
  	
  	
  	
   A	
   quantitative	
  
fecal	
  egg	
  count	
  is	
  performed	
  before	
  the	
  administration	
  of	
  each	
  type	
  of	
  dewormer	
  and	
  then	
  repeated	
  14	
  
days	
  after	
  the	
  dewormer	
  has	
  been	
  administered.	
  	
   Effective	
  dewormers	
  should	
  reduce	
  egg	
  output	
  by	
  at	
  
least	
  90%.	
  	
  If	
  this	
  decrease	
  in	
  egg	
  production	
  is	
  not	
  seen,	
  then	
  resistance	
  to	
  that	
  dewormer	
  is	
  present	
  in	
  
your	
  horses	
  and	
  that	
  particular	
  dewormer	
  should	
  no	
  longer	
  be	
  used	
  in	
  your	
  herd.	
  

“A SELECTIVE APPROACH”
	
  

	
  

How is strategic deworming different than what I have done
in the past?

by Dr. Rachel Bourne

How	
  do	
  I	
  implement	
  this	
  new	
  program	
  in	
  my	
  herd?	
  

To	
  start	
  a	
  strategic	
  deworming	
  program,	
  quantitative	
  fecal	
  egg	
  counts	
  must	
  be	
  performed	
  on	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  
horses	
  greater	
  than	
  3	
  years	
  to	
  determine	
  if	
  they	
  are	
  high	
  (>500	
  eggs	
  per	
  gram),	
  medium	
  (200-‐500	
  eggs	
  
per	
   gram),	
  or	
   low	
   egg	
   shedders	
   (<	
  200	
   egg	
   per	
  gram).	
  	
   This	
   initial	
   fecal	
  egg	
   count	
  must	
   be	
  done	
   at	
   least	
  2	
  
signed
to a category, they generally remain in that category for life. Horses
months	
   after	
   the	
   last	
   dewormer	
   was	
   administered	
   to	
   be	
   accurate	
   (3	
   months	
   if	
   Quest	
   was	
   the	
   last	
  
between
1 and 3 years of age are still developing immunity to parasites and
product	
   used).	
   	
   Egg	
   shedding	
   by	
   individual	
   horses	
   is	
   determined	
   by	
   immune	
   status,	
   so	
   once	
   a	
   horse	
   is	
  
may
change
category as they mature. These young horses are assigned to
assigned	
  to	
  a	
  category,	
  they	
  generally	
  remain	
  in	
  that	
  category	
  for	
  life.	
  Horses	
  between	
  1	
  and	
  3	
  years	
  of	
  
the
high shedder category because they are more susceptible to the effects
age	
   are	
   still	
   developing	
   immunity	
   to	
   parasites	
   and	
   may	
   change	
   category	
   as	
   they	
   mature.	
   	
   These	
   young	
  
of
parasites. The frequency of dewormer administration is dictated by the
horses	
   are	
   assigned	
   to	
   the	
   high	
   shedder	
   category	
   because	
   they	
   are	
   more	
   susceptible	
   to	
   the	
   effects	
   of	
  
egg
shedding
classification as given in the following table. the	
  egg	
  shedding	
  classification	
  as	
  
parasites.	
  
	
   The	
  frequency	
  of	
  dewormer	
  administration	
  is	
  dictated	
  by	
  
given	
  in	
  the	
  following	
  table.	
  

In the past, we have relied on deworming all the horses on a farm at the
same time with a rotation of dewormers administered on a set time interval.
This interval program came into use over 40 years ago based upon recommendations to control large strongyles, which are the most damaging of the
internal parasites. Indeed, this program was very effective in its control of 	
  
Month	
  
Low	
  Shedder	
  
Moderate	
  Shedder	
  
High	
  Shedder	
  
the large strongyles largely because they have a very long life cycle (6 to
<200	
  EPG	
  
200-‐500	
  EPG	
  
>500	
  EPG	
  
9 months). In fact, large strongyles are now very uncommon in our horse
April	
  
Moxidectin	
  
Moxidectin	
  
Moxidectin	
  
populations. Small strongyles now account for virtually 100% of the strongyle egg output from grazing horses and have a significantly different life
	
  
July	
  
Pyrantel	
  
Pyrantel	
  
cycle than the large strongyles. It has been known for years that 20% of the
horses account for 80% of the eggs shed onto pastures. The other 80% of
	
  
	
  
August	
  
Ivermectin	
  
the horses appear to have strong immunity and shed only a few parasites.
In some studies, up to 50% of horses on some farms consistently have neg	
  
	
  
	
  
October,	
  or	
  
ative egg counts. In a strategic deworming program, quantitative fecal egg
	
  
	
  
	
  
after	
  first	
  hard	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
counts are used to identify the horses that are responsible for most of the
frost.	
  
Ivermectin	
  Plus	
  
Ivermectin	
  Plus	
  
Ivermectin	
  Plus	
  
parasites passed onto the pastures. These horses with poor immunity are 	
  
dewormed appropriately to control the level of infection while horses with Egg	
   counts	
   to	
   monitor	
   resistance	
   are	
   recommended	
   before	
   the	
   administration	
   of	
   each	
   new	
   type	
   or	
  
Egg counts to monitor resistance are recommended before the administraminimal parasitism are given dewormer at much less frequent intervals.
dewormer	
   and	
   2	
   weeks	
   after	
   treatment.	
   After	
   the	
   first	
   year	
   on	
   this	
   program,	
   twice	
   yearly	
   (Spring	
   and	
  
tion of each new type or dewormer and 2 weeks after treatment. After the
Fall)	
  fecal	
  egg	
  counts	
  should	
  be	
  sufficient	
  to	
  monitor	
  parasite	
  control.	
  
Why should I switch my horses to a strategic deworming 	
   first year on this program, twice yearly (Spring and Fall) fecal egg counts
should
sufficient
tofecals?	
  
monitor parasite control.
How	
  do	
  be
I	
  properly	
  
collect	
  
program?
	
  

The old interval program results in a large population of horses that are
minimally parasitized receiving multiple dewormers. This increases the selection pressure for the development of resistant parasites. Over the years
since interval deworming programs were introduced, small strongyle drug
resistance has increased to 97.7% for fenbendazole, 53.5% for oxibendazole, and 40.5% for pyrantel pamoate. Recently reports of resistance of
small strongyles to ivermectin have surfaced. This is particularly frightening since these reports of drug resistance include all available dewormer
products, and currently new deworming compounds for use in horses have
not been identified. Obviously, we need to change our approach to parasite
control to preserve the usefulness of our dewormers.

Label	
  a	
  do
Ziploc	
  
bag	
  with	
  your	
  collect
name,	
  the	
  fecals?
horse’s	
  name,	
  and	
  the	
  date	
  the	
  sample	
  was	
  obtained.	
  	
  Collect	
  2	
  
How
I properly
fecal	
  balls	
  from	
  the	
  center	
  of	
  a	
  fresh	
  manure	
  pile	
  and	
  place	
  in	
  the	
  bag.	
  	
  Remove	
  excess	
  air	
  and	
  seal	
  the	
  

bag.	
  	
  Keep	
  
refrigerated	
  
until	
  your
the	
  sample	
  
at	
  the	
  lab.	
  
	
  Remember,	
  
larger	
  
are	
  not	
  necessary	
  
Label
a Ziploc
bag with
name,arrives	
  
the horse’s
name,
and the
datesamples	
  
the samto	
  
d
etermine	
  
t
he	
  
f
ecal	
  
e
gg	
  
c
ount.	
  
Old	
  
s
amples	
  
t
hat	
  
c
onsist	
  
o
f	
  
b
edding	
  
m
ixed	
  
w
ith	
  
m
anure	
  
ple was obtained. Collect 2 fecal balls from the center of a fresh manure or	
  that	
  have	
  
been	
  and
allowed	
  
to	
  dinry	
  the
out	
  bag.
will	
  not	
  
provide	
  vexcess
alid	
  results.	
  
pile
place
Remove
air and seal the bag. Keep refrigerated until the sample arrives at the lab. Remember, larger samples are
not necessary to determine the fecal egg count. Old samples that consist
	
  
of bedding mixed with manurewww.wisconsinequineclinic.com	
  
or that have been allowed to dry out will not
provide valid results.

How do I know if my herd has resistant parasites?
The only way to evaluate for drug resistance is by the fecal egg count reduction test. A quantitative fecal egg count is performed before the administration of each type of dewormer and then repeated 14 days after the
dewormer has been administered. Effective dewormers should reduce egg
output by at least 90%. If this decrease in egg production is not seen, then
resistance to that dewormer is present in your horses and that particular
dewormer should no longer be used in your herd.

How do I implement this new program in my herd?

“It’s all about the horse…” We strive to maximize the quality
of life for our equine patients by providing compassionate
care with the utmost attention to the individual needs of the
horse and the clients we serve.”
Wisconsin Equine Clinic and Hospital
39151 Delafield Road,
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
www.wisconsinequineclinic.com

To start a strategic deworming program, quantitative fecal egg counts must
be performed on all of the horses greater than 3 years to determine if they
are high (>500 eggs per gram), medium (200-500 eggs per gram), or low
egg shedders (< 200 egg per gram). This initial fecal egg count must be
done at least 2 months after the last dewormer was administered to be
accurate (3 months if Quest was the last product used). Egg shedding by
individual horses is determined by immune status, so once a horse is as-
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What Is

REGUMATE

®

by Patrick M. McCue DVM, PhD,
Diplomate American College of Theriogenologists
Maintenance of Pregnancy

Regumate® is the trade name for a synthetic hormone called altrenogest.
It is the only such medication proven to have progesterone-type biologic
activity in the horse. Clinical uses of Regumate® include management of
the transition period, suppression of heat in performance mares, and maintenance of pregnancy in problem mares.

Management of the Transition Period
A majority of mares have limited ovarian follicular development and do not
exhibit estrus or heat during the winter months. Growth of follicles begins
in the late winter or early spring in response to increased daylength. Mares
may develop several successive waves of follicles that grow and regress
without ovulating during this transition between winter anestrus and the
physiologic breeding season. Transitional mares may exhibit irregular and/
or prolonged periods of sexual receptivity associated with each follicular
wave. The goal of Regumate® therapy during the transition period is to
suppress the long erratic estrous periods and to advance the first ovulation
of the year. It has been reported that treatment is more effective late in the
transition period (i.e. after the middle of March) than early in the transition
period or during deep winter anestrus when the ovaries are inactive. A 14to 18-day treatment period is generally recommended.

Suppression of Estrous Behavior

Progesterone production by the corpus luteum is required for maintenance
of pregnancy during the first 2 to 3 months of gestation. After 90 days
of pregnancy the placenta takes over the role of progesterone production. Inadequate production of progesterone by the corpus luteum has
been proposed to be a contributing factor to early embryonic loss in some
mares. Supplementation with exogenous progesterone is often suggested
for mares with a history of repeated early pregnancy loss. Treatment with
Regumate® is also very effective in maintaining pregnancy in mares that
appear to be coming back into heat even though an embryo can clearly be
observed during an ultrasound examination 14 to 16 days after ovulation.
Serum progesterone levels greater than 4.0 ng/ml are generally considered
to be adequate to maintain pregnancy. Mares with concentrations below
4.0 may be at some risk of pregnancy loss. It is often recommended that
supplementation with Regumate® begin either 1 to 2 days after ovulation
or after pregnancy is confirmed. Therapy is usually continued until day 120
of pregnancy, at which time production of progesterone by the placenta is
adequate to maintain pregnancy. In addition to problem pregnancies, Regumate® is often administered to embryo transfer recipient mares, pregnant
mares with medical issues (i.e. colic), pregnant mares subjected to lengthy
transportation and following manual reduction of a twin pregnancy to assist
with the maintenance of the remaining embryo.
Prudent use of the progestin Regumate® can be very beneficial in the reproductive management of mares. However, the use of exogenous progestins is not warranted in many instances and many mares are administered the drug without a clear medical indication. Please consult with your
equine veterinarian regarding the safe and effective use of this product.

Mares may occasionally be difficult to train or not perform up to their potential when they are in heat. Consequently, it may be advantageous to
suppress the expression of estrous behavior in these individual mares during critical training or performance sessions. Regumate® is the hormone
most commonly prescribed for suppression of estrus in mares. Treatment
should begin a minimum of 3 to 4 days prior to a show or event and must
be continued daily in order to attain and maintain estrous suppression.
Regumate® may be administered for an extended period of time without
adverse affects on future reproductive performance or fertility.

Ovulation Control
In an embryo transfer program, it may be necessary to synchronize the
ovulations of a donor mare with a specific recipient mare. Similarly, it
may be necessary to alter or manipulate the estrous cycle of a mare for
a scheduled breeding due to stallion availability. Regumate® can be used
to accomplish both tasks. The progestin is administered once daily for 10
to 14 days and a dose of prostaglandins is typically administered on the
last day of treatment. Mares should come into heat in 3 to 5 days after the
conclusion of therapy and are usually able to be bred 7 to 9 days after the
end of treatment.
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The Equine Reproduction Laboratory is part of the Animal
Reproduction and Biotechnology Laboratory in the College of
Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences at Colorado State
University. The CSU Equine Reproduction Program has developed leading-edge equine reproduction techniques for the
equine industry for over 45 years. Techniques such as collection of semen and artificial insemination, recovery and transfer
of equine embryos, shipping cooled semen, and shipping cooled
embryos are now routine in the equine industry, due in large
part to the research, education, and outreach efforts of the CSU
Equine Reproduction Laboratory.
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Mouthy

Horses
by Clinton Anderson

Mouthy horses are like little kids; they’ve got
nothing to do and all day to do it in. If you don’t
give a kid something to do, he’ll stick things
in his mouth, climb on the furniture, draw
on the walls, or do a number of things that’ll
drive you crazy. Horses need both mental and
physical stimulation to be happy and content.
If you don’t give your horse a job and keep his
mind busy, he’ll find an outlet for his pent up
energy and a way to keep his mind busy. In a
lot of cases, that results in the horse developing some sort of vice (weaving, cribbing, etc.)
including being mouthy – constantly playing
with your shirt sleeve, nibbling on the lead
rope or chewing on the Handy Stick, for example. Very athletic horses and young horses
tend to develop this habit. The bad news is
that mouthy behavior often turns into biting –
a very dangerous vice. The good news is if you
give your horse a job, as simple as making him
move his feet forwards, backwards, left and
right, his mouthiness will disappear.

Don’t Invite the Problem
If you know your horse tends to get mouthy
and nibbles on you, protect your space and
take the temptation away from him to begin
with. Don’t let him get close enough to mouth
on you. Anytime you’re with him, keep him out
of your personal hula hoop space – a 4-foot
circle that surrounds you and serves as your
safety zone. When you are working with a
horse, always imagine that there’s a 4-foot
circle drawn around you —almost like an
invisible electric fence. Unless you invite the
horse into your personal hula hoop space, he
should keep a respectful, safe distance from
you.

Make Those Feet Move
When the horse does get mouthy, put his feet
to work. The most effective punishment you
can give a horse is making him move his feet.
Horses are basically lazy creatures and would
rather stand around with their legs cocked
daydreaming about their next meal than moving their feet and working up a sweat. They’ll
always choose the option with the least
amount of work involved.
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So if you’re standing next
to your horse and he starts
nibbling on your shirt, turn
around and put his feet to
work and turn a negative
into a positive. Practice
some Backing Up, Lunging for Respect, Sidepassing or Circle Driving.
The horse can’t mouth on
you and move his feet at
the same time, especially
if you make him hustle
with energy and do lots
of changes of direction. If
you’re consistent, it won’t
take long for the horse to
connect the two together;
when he gets mouthy, you’ll make his feet
move. One of the best ways to stop a mouthy
horse, and especially horses that bite, is to
back them up. Backing Up is a very humbling
exercise for a horse to do. When a horse gets
mouthy or tries to bite you, it’s a very forward
action; he’s coming forward to get you. When
you back him up, it’s the complete opposite;
he’s being submissive to you by moving out
of your space.

Return the Favor
Then there are some horses that like to put
things in their mouth – the halter, lead rope,
Handy Stick, etc. Most people’s first reaction
when the horse grabs a hold of the lead rope
or halter is to try and tug the object out of
his mouth. However, the more you try to pull
something away from them, the mouthier they
will get. It’s like a puppy with a toy. The more
you try to yank it away, the more he grits his
teeth and hangs onto it. Instead of getting into
a tug-o-war with the horse, use reverse psychology and “mouth” him back. Use both of
your hands to vigorously rub the horse’s muzzle for a good twenty seconds. While you’re
not hurting the horse, you’re rubbing him firmly enough to make him feel uncomfortable. It’s
like when your uncle would scuff your head at
a family get-together. Every kid in the world
hates that. It didn’t hurt when he tousled your
hair, but it was annoying and you didn’t like it,

and you soon learned how to avoid him. It’s
the same philosophy with your horse. If he
wants to get mouthy, take all the fun out of it
for him by roughing up his muzzle with your
hands.

Bait Him
Let’s say that your horse grabs the halter in
his mouth as you go to put it on. As soon as he
grabs it, instead of trying to pull it out of his
mouth, stand beside him and tug one end of
the halter up in his mouth and then the other
end to make him feel uncomfortable. When
you do that, the horse might throw his head up
in the air, but you’ll continue to tug up on the
halter. You’re not really hurting him, but you
are making him feel uncomfortable. Do that for
ten seconds and then let the horse lower his
head and spit the halter out of his mouth. Then
dare him again by waving the halter in front
of his nose. If he grabs it, repeat the process.
You’ll only have to do that two or three times,
and pretty soon, those horses wise up and
want no part of grabbing a hold of the halter.
You might be thinking, “Well Clinton, isn’t that
going to make the horse head shy or not want
to accept the bit?”
No, because you’re only making him feel uncomfortable when he gets mouthy. You’re
not physically putting the halter in his mouth
and then roughing him up. He’s choosing to
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

take the bait and be mouthy. As long as you
use common sense and only make him feel
uncomfortable when he grabs a hold of the
object, you don’t have to worry about him getting head shy or not accepting the bit.

Punish Thy Self
Another tactic is to make the horse think that
he’s punishing himself. For example, a lot of
young horses like weanlings or yearlings get
mouthy. They’ll come up to you and start nibbling on the sleeve of your shirt or your jeans.
If your horse walks up to you and starts playing with your sleeve, without even looking at
him, flap your elbow out to the side so that he
runs into it with his nose and feels uncomfortable. You have to time it just right so that at
the same time he leans forward to play with
your shirt, he runs into your elbow. The secret
is not to look at him or act like you’re moving your arm on purpose. It’s like your elbow
just developed a nervous twitch. If you look
at the horse, it’s like you’re acknowledging
that you’re the one making him feel uncomfortable. You want the horse to think that he’s
doing it to himself. Every time he leans in to
nibble on you, he runs into your elbow. Horses
always learn faster when they teach themselves the lesson. It won’t be long before your
horse is like “Man, I really need to keep my
lips to myself because I seem to be running
into his elbow.”
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Clinton Anderson is a clinician, horse trainer and competitor. He’s dedicated his life to helping
others realize their horsemanship dreams and keeping them inspired to achieve their goals.
Learn about the Downunder method at DownUnderHorsemanship.com.
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EQUINE VIP
talks with

Robin Fryday & Peter Rosenbaum
by Susan Ashbrooke
“Riding My Way Back” is a new documentary
by Academy Award nominee Robin Fryday and
Peter Rosenbaum. The film chronicles Staff
Sergeant Aaron Heliker’s journey back from
the edge of suicide. After multiple deployments
to Iraq and Afghanistan, the soldier suffered
from a traumatic brain injury, Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder, third-degree burns, nerve
damage and was on 42 medications. Aaron
is introduced to a horse named Fred – and
through caring for Fred discovers the process
of building mutual trust, reconnecting to world
and healing from the invisible wounds of war.
You both have a compassion for story-telling,
especially visually. What was it about Mr.
Heliker and Fred’s story that compelled you
to make this documentary?
We wanted to make a
compelling,
personal
and
intimate film that spoke to
the larger issues of the visible
and invisible wounds of war
and could offer a message of
hope to our returning wounded
warriors. We learned of
therapeutic riding and SSgt.
Heliker through an article in the
Seattle Times and the healing
that occurs during the bonding
relationship of the horse and
soldier. During our research
we met Aaron and Fred. To us,
Aaron was the most obvious
illustration of what the term
invisible wounds of war can
mean. He’s tall, handsome,
healthy looking. No one could
guess how deeply he had been wounded.
Can you describe the connection between Staff Sergeant Aaron
Heliker and Fred?
Fred was the conduit for Aaron to re-connect back to who he was;
who he had been. Horses are prey animals and live in a constant state
of hyper vigilance – much like a soldier with PTSD. For Aaron, his
relationship with Fred helped him learn how to regain his confidence,
trust, and ability to bond and connect with the new civilian life he
found himself in when he was medically retired from the Air Force.
Horses are mirrors to our emotions and require their riders to be in
the moment with them. If a soldier, already an expert in hiding their
anxieties, comes to a horse with anything less than being in that
moment fully, the horse will physically display the range of emotions
the soldier is having internally. For Aaron, and many other riders
in therapeutic riding programs, their horse can be the first step in
unlocking many of their hidden anxieties, anger and fears.
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On the website for Riding My Way Back you share a link for Equine
Assisted Therapy Centers – is your goal to show more wounded
warriors and military veterans what these centers can do to help?
Exactly. During veterans week
this year we screened RIDING
MY WAY BACK at over 110
Equine Facilities as well as
The US Capitol Visitor Center,
Rutgers University, and Columbia
University. The Website also has
a “screening” page where you
can find upcoming screenings
and also connect veterans to
and equine center near them
through our “find a center”
page. Our goals with the film and
website are to bring awarenss
to alternative therapies such as
therapeutic riding, and to bring
hope to our veterans suffering
from the visible and invisible
wounds of war.Where we can, we
attend with Aaron as well. Aaron is able to answer many questions
about his healing with Fred.
Will you travel with the documentary? Where can people see it?
Veterans Week was when most of the screenings across the country
occurred. There will still be some center screenings and they can be
found on our website. We are still submitting to festivals and updates
will be posted on our Facebook page as well. And we have through our
website DVD’s for purchase.

For more information: www.ridingmywayback.com
facebook/ridingmywayback and twitter @ridingmywayback
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Western
Dressage:
Tack & Rider Attire
by Lynn Palm

BUILDING A PARTNERSHIP WITH YOUR HORSE
PALM PARTNERSHIP TRAINING ™

So you want to get involved in Western
Dressage, but aren’t sure if you have the
proper tack and attire. Not to worry! You’ll
be glad to know you don’t need special tack,
equipment or rider attire in order to show in
this new discipline.
Your Western saddle, headstall and reins
may be used. Riders can perform the tests in
either a standard western snaffle bit, which
is defined in the current USEF rule book, or in
a standard western bit which is also defined
there.
According to the Western Dressage
Association of America’s (WDAA) website
(w w w.wes terndressagea ssociation.org),
“the WDAA will request a change in the USEF
rules regarding bits. The WDAA will request
changes which will require, at the lowest
test levels, the use of a snaffle bit only, along
with a cavesson which is loose enough to
permit two fingers comfortably between the
cavesson and the horse’s nose.”
Rider attire should be “conservative and
workman-like.” I interpret this as a wellshaped hat to fit your features, a starched
long-sleeve shirt and choker scarf tie, tied
with a square knot and the same color chaps
as your pants, and western boots.
Don’t be concerned if your tack is basic.
When it comes to Western Dressage, judges
are seeking conservative ranch or schooling
equipment. This means no silver, a Navajo
blanket under the saddle, a breast collar if
your horse needs it, bridle browband or twoear, snaffle or curb bit, curb chain or leather
strap, and western split or romal reins.
Keep in mind that a Western Dressage horse
is expected to work with lighter contact than
the traditional dressage horse. Balance,
cadence and carriage are still important,
but judges will evaluate horses based on the
conformation and movement found in today’s
Western horses. Horses are asked to walk,
jog and lope instead of walk, trot and canter.
As stated on the WDAA website: “It is not the
goal of Western Dressage to create western
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horses that compete in
open dressage but to create
better western horses and
riders through the use and
principles of dressage.
“Western Dressage is trained
and shown in specific levels
which build on each other and
which reflect the development of
the skills and abilities of both the
horse and rider. The tests ridden in
shows are used as a measure of the
correctness of the horse’s (and rider’s)
schooling.”
Here are the areas judges will be looking at
closely:
• Gaits: Does the horse
move freely and with
regularity?
• Impulsion: Does the horse show
willing forward movement with
roundness and elasticity?
• Submission: Does the horse exhibit
confidence and acceptance of the bit?
Does the horse show harmony with rider
and overall lightness of movement?
• Rider’s position and seat: Does the rider
have correct position and is he/she able to
be effective with the aids?
If you have an interest in Western Dressage,
the hottest new discipline, please send
me a photo of you and your horse so we
can put this up on our web site, www.
QuarterHorsesInDressage.com. We welcome
all breeds. If you need some help or would
like me to evaluate your riding attire or tack,
please email me at generalinfo@lynnpalm.
com with photos, and I would be more than
happy to help.
If you are interested in the new Western
Dressage book I am doing, please send us
an address, and we will forward information
about attire for Western Dressage, along with
details on how to order the book.

We would love to have you come ride with us.
We love to share our dressage backgrounds
and knowledge with you. You can join us at
our Ocala, Florida, farm or at one of our Ride
Well Clinics on our USA Tour at a location near
you.
If you would like to train with Lynn & Cyril at
home with Western Dressage, take advantage
of the following supportive training materials:
Books:
• Head To Toe Horsemanship
• Western Dressage—A Guide to Take You to
Your First Show
• A Rider Guide to Real Collection
DVDs:
• “Dressage Principles for the Western Horse &
Rider” Volume 1 Parts 1-5
• “Dressage Principles for the Western & English
Horse & Rider” Volume 2,Parts 1-3
• “Let Your Horse Be Your Teacher” Parts 1&2

For more information on these
training materials and more, as well
as clinics, please visit www.lynnpalm.
com or call us at 800-503-2824.
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The Overweight Horse Who Won’t Stop Eating --

LEPTIN RESISTANCE IS THE KEY!

Your horse is overweight. You’ve been told
to feed him a lot less hay and you’re desperately trying to do the right thing. But it won’t
work! It won’t work for your horse any more
than a strict diet would work for people. We
have known this for years when it comes to
human obesity. The reason is simple – dieting
restricts calories, which lowers the metabolic
rate. Weight loss may occur at first, but the
body goes into “survival mode” and starts to
hold on to fat and becomes sluggish in burning
calories, making it extremely easy to put all
the weight back on.
Horses have an additional issue: Their digestive tract cannot tolerate periods of time without food; it requires a steady flow of forage.
There are several reasons for this, including
the constant secretion of stomach acid, the
potential for ulcers, the need for the cecum to
be full in order for digested feed to exit at the
top, and more. Please take a look at my book,
Equine Digestion - It’s Decidedly Different, for
a complete understanding of how the horse is
designed on the inside.
Free-choice forage (hay and/or pasture) does
not make a horse obese; on the contrary, restricting forage is what leads to obesity. You
should reduce or even eliminate the amount
of concentrates you feed (e.g., beet pulp,
grains, commercial feeds, etc.) but you must
never reduce forage (be sure to add a vitamin/
mineral supplement to a hay diet). Ideally, you
should test your hay[i] to make certain it is
low enough in calories, sugar, and starch to
be fed to an overweight horse (who is likely
insulin resistant) and then, feed it free-choice,
24/7, all day and all night. At first the horse
will overeat, but once he gets the message
that the hay is always there, that he can walk
away from it and it will still be there when he
returns – then, and only then, will he start to
self-regulate and eat only what his body needs
to maintain condition. If you let him run out of
hay, even for 10 minutes, he will always perceive that as a shortage, and will continue to
overeat.
But why does self-regulation take forever to
occur in some horses?
It often has to do with the way he was previously fed. If the horse had been enduring periods of time where there was no hay, his body
went into starvation mode; that is, his metabolic rate severely declined. Now that you’re
feeding free-choice, he will gain weight (which
is temporary for most horses, especially if you
are providing him opportunities to move). But
for some horses, the drive to continually eat
seems to never end and self-regulation appears impossible. The reason? Leptin.
Leptin comes from body fat
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Excess body fat, especially
regional fat deposits along
particular areas of the
body[ii], is a clear indication
of the tissues’ reluctance to
recognize insulin. Insulin is
required for glucose (blood
sugar) to enter the cells.
When the fat slows down
the tissues’ recognition of
insulin, the pancreas will
continue to produce more
and more in an attempt to
finally get glucose to enter
the cells. Elevated insulin
tells the tissues to hold onto
body fat, making the horse even fatter.

by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.

Enter leptin. Leptin is a hormone that is secreted from body fat. It is a good hormone; it
tells the brain that the horse is full and he can
stop eating. This mechanism works perfectly
for the horse of normal weight. But the overly
fat horse does not get the message that he is
satisfied; the signal that the brain is supposed
to get that says I’m no longer hungry doesn’t
happen. He has become leptin resistant.
In an effort to help the horse lose weight, more
times than not the horse owner will be advised
to severely restrict the amount that the horse
eats, and this starts a vicious cycle: The horse
will likely lose some body fat and hence, the
leptin level will drop. A decline in leptin signals the horse to eat more, potentially gaining back all of the body fat lost (which also
happens in humans[iii]) combined with a decreased metabolic rate making it very easy
to put back the pounds. Forage restriction, in
particular, is extremely detrimental because
the stress involved will increase cortisol,
which subsequently induces elevated insulin,
which promotes fat storage, and you’re back
where you started.
But that’s the key! The more body fat, the
more leptin is produced. That should be a
good thing, no? The higher leptin level should
tell the brain that it has had enough to eat,
right? That’s what leptin issupposed to do. But
it doesn’t.
Why not?
It has to do with inflammation. Body fat produces inflammatory molecules known as cytokines. These substances have two negative
impacts: First, cytokines disrupt insulin action,
reducing the cells’ insulin sensitivity, making
your horse store more body fat. And second,
and very important, cytokines impair the neurons in the brain’s hypothalamus[iv]—the area
that normally responds to leptin!

What’s the solution?
Reduce inflammation.[v] This can be accomplished through dietary changes and adding
anti-inflammatory nutraceuticals to the diet:
• Improve protein quality by feeding several
sources: Mixed grasses and legumes, as well
as whole foods such as ground flaxseeds, split
peas, copra meal, whey protein isolate, hemp
seeds, and chia seeds.
• Avoid added sugar and starch by eliminating
sweetened feeds, cereal grains, wheat middlings, and rice bran.
• Avoid high-omega 6 oils, which are highly
inflammatory (e.g., soybean, vegetable, corn,
wheat germ, and safflower oils).
• Increase omega 3s by feeding ground flaxseeds and/or chia seeds. Fish oils can be included for high levels of inflammation.
• Look for a vitamin/mineral supplement that
provides high amounts of antioxidants, particularly vitamins E, C, beta carotene (or vitamin
A), and lipoic acid.
• Offer anti-inflammatory herbs such as grape
seed extract, green tea extract, spirulina, curcumin, and boswellia.[vi]
Bottom line
By reducing inflammation, the brain will likely
become more responsive to leptin, allowing the horse to stop eating when he is full.
Stress needs to be eliminated through unlimited grazing on an appropriate forage. Slowfeeders can be useful in reducing intake.[vii]
Combine all this with increased movement,
and you have a formula for success.
Permission to reprint this article commercially is granted, provided prior
notice is given to Dr. Getty at gettyequinenutrition@gmail.com. No editorial changes may be made without her
approval. Dr. Getty appreciates being
informed of when and where reprints
are published.
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Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an internationally respected, independent equine nutritionist who
believes that optimizing horse health comes
from understanding how the horse’s physiology and instincts determine the correct feeding and nutrition practices. She is available for
private consultations and speaking engagements.
Dr. Getty’s website, www.gettyequinenutrition.
com, offers a generous stock of free, useful information for the horseperson. Sign up for her
free monthly newsletter, Forage for Thought;
browse her library of reference articles; shop
her online store of recommended supplements; search her nutrition forum; and purchase recordings of her educational teleseminars. All of Dr. Getty’s books are also available
from Amazon and other online retailers. Reach
Dr. Getty directly at gettyequinenutrition@
gmail.com.
[i] Testing your hay for its caloric content (digestible energy), as well as its sugar (ESC) and starch levels, is
the only true way to know if the hay is appropriate to
feed free-choice. Equi-Analytical Labs offers economical tests to provide equine-based results – www.equianalytical.com. Equi-Tech test is recommended.
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[ii] Areas include a cresty neck, crease going down the
spine, fat along the ribs, behind the shoulders, on the tail
head, and even over the eyes.
[iii] Rosenbaum, M., Goldsmith, R., Bloomfield, D., et al.,
2005. Low-dose leptin reverses skeletal muscle, autonomic, neuroendocrine adaptations to maintenance of
reduced weight. J. Clin Invest, 115, 3579-3586.
[iv] Guyenet, S.J., and Schwartz, M.W., 2012. Regulation
of food intake, energy balance, and body fat mass: Implications for the pathogenesis and treatment of obesity. J.
Clin. Endocrinol Metab., 97(3), 745-755
[v] Thaler, J.P., Yi, C., Schur, E.A., et al., 2011. Obesity
is association with hypothalamic injury in rodents and
humans. J. Clin Invest, 10.1172/JC159660.[PubMed]
[vi] Please refer to articles on nutritional management
in the Library section of Getty Equine Nutrition – www.
gettyequinenutrition.com
[vii] Getty, J.M., 2014. The correct way to use slow feeders. http://gettyequinenutrition.biz/library/thecorrectwaytouseslowfeeders.htm

Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an
internationally respected, independent
equine nutritionist. Author of the
comprehensive resource book Feed
Your Horse Like a Horse and the topiccentered Spotlight on Equine Nutrition
series, available through her website,
www.GettyEquineNutrition.com.
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Essential Training
For All Horses
by Sandy Collier

SEVEN ESSENTIALS

Skills that every western horse should know.
Before the western horse can become adept in the skill set unique to his particular
sport, such as reining’s spins and sliding stops, there are a number of basic skills he
needs to master.

These seven skills are what every western horse
should know, regardless of which sport he goes
on to pursue.

1. Giving of the Face
A horse that constantly resists rein pressure can
be downright dangerous. “If his jaw isn’t soft, or
he tips his head upside down or braces in his
neck, then he knows, and you know, that you
don’t have any control.
When a horse gives you his face and he’s soft in
the jaw, then he’s telling you that he’s there with
you in total compliance. It’s very important that
you’re able to keep his jaw soft no matter what
you’re doing.
Of course, teaching a horse to give his face to you
at all speeds and in all circumstances takes time.
Begin with the basics.
Starting on the ground next to your horse, use
your fingers to gently bump the reins. The moment your horse gives his face and becomes soft
in the jaw, release all pressure. Once he understands the request from the ground, you can try it
from the saddle.
When mounted at the walk, ask your horse to give
his face by squeezing with both of your legs to
drive his rear end up underneath him. Then, take
a soft hold of the reins with your fingers and gently bump them until your horse becomes soft in
the jaw. If you can do that at a walk, then you
should try it at a jog and then at a lope. When your
horse gives his face, you release. Horses learn
from the release of pressure, not the application
of it. If you bump with your fingers, he gives his
face and you leave him alone, then next time he
will want to give his face again.”

2. A Perfect Circle
While walking on a circle may seem simple, keeping that circle perfectly symmetrical is harder
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than it sounds. To succeed, you have to overcome
your horse’s “magnets.” These are things that
he wants to drift toward, such as the barn or the
arena gate.
When you try to walk a perfect circle, you find out
how much your horse wants to go to the barn or
the gate. He will move out of the circle toward
the magnet as he passes it, and then on the other
side of the circle, he’ll pull into the center of it
toward the magnet.
By walking a perfect circle, you are teaching your
horse to allow you to position him. It teaches you
to move your horse to the inside or outside of
a circle when he wants to do just the opposite.
Have in mind exactly where your perfect circle is,
and don’t allow your horse to bow out toward the
magnet as he passes it.
To do that, gently pull your outside rein back toward your belly button and use your outside leg.
Your inside rein keeps your horse’s nose on the
arc of the circle.
When you get to the other side of the circle and
your horse wants to move inward, you have to
push him out. Move both of your hands to the outside and use your inside leg to stand your horse’s
shoulder up. Keep his nose tipped to the inside of
the circle and move him out and away from the
center of the circle.
Throughout the exercise, maintain an even speed,
keep your horse soft in the jaw and stay on the
arc of the circle. You can work on small and large
circles—the important part is the symmetry. It
can help to work on freshly dragged footing that
allows you to see your horse’s path. Once you
master the exercise at the walk, you can try it at
the jog and lope.

3. The Counter-Arc Circle
As with the perfect circle, the counter-arc circle
should be symmetrical. However, your horse’s
nose will be tipped to the outside. This gives you

control over his shoulders and prepares him to
learn how to turn on his hind end.
Your outside hand comes a little more palm up
and in line with your belly button. This will tip
your horse’s nose to the outside. Your direct rein
moves to the inside of the circle. The inside hand
is coming away from your horse a little bit and
is drawing him to the inside of the circle. Your
horse’s front legs kind of cross over as he walks
the counter-arc circle. It’s like side-passing on a
circle. Your outside leg is the one that is active
and should lightly bump your horse.
Start with a large 30-foot circle and work on
smaller circles later, remembering to always keep
them symmetrical.
Walking the counter-arc circle teaches your horse
to move his shoulders and cross over with his
front feet, which is necessary when you work
on turning him on the hind end in a turn on the
haunches. It allows you to isolate his shoulders
and bring them around. And it teaches him to
move off your outside leg.”

4. Backing Up
Any time you teach a horse to do something, you
should teach him the correction first, so be sure
he can back well before you work on the stop. Go
slow and easy in the beginning, as you want your
horse to want to do it first, and then tell him how
you want him to do it.
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You want to move toward keeping your horse’s
head straight as he side-passes, but in the beginning, you usually have to flex his head away from
the direction he’s moving and bump with that off
foot to get him to move in the direction you want.

To ask your horse to back, take the slack out of
the reins and create a “wall” with your hands.
Your fingers can bump the reins lightly, but don’t
‘bicycle pedal’ with your hands. To create some
momentum, bump with your legs. At first, your
horse may [be confused] and try to walk through
the bit or wiggle around. Your hands have created
this wall, and your legs are still telling him to go.
The back-up is a forward motion that you’ve redirected backward. As soon as your horse takes
a step back, reward him because that’s how he
will learn.

7. Pivoting on the Hind End
Successfully completing a 360-degree turn on
the hind end requires control of the shoulders.
For reining horses, this turn is the beginning of
teaching the spin. The goal is to get your horse to
turn as if he’s keeping his hind feet in a tire while
his front end moves around it. You will do this by
tipping his nose slightly in the direction of travel
and bumping with your outside leg.

At first, only ask for one or two steps at a time
before releasing the pressure and rewarding your
horse. Once he gets the hang of it, you can ask
for more steps and use your legs to straighten
him as he backs.

To get started, divide the turn into 90 and 180
degree increments. Walk parallel to the fence
far enough away that there’s room to turn. Turn
the horse into the fence 180 degrees—say to the
right first—and then I just try the best I can to get
the next 180 so he’s parallel to the fence again,
facing the same way we started. Then I ask for
one more quarter turn so we’re facing the fence
and are perpendicular to it.

If you’re working with a green horse or one that’s
resistant to backing, start on the ground. Put one
hand over the bridge of your horse’s nose and pull
on the reins to help him understand the concept
first. There should be more give and take with
the reins rather than solid pressure. When you
mount up, your horse should be able to make
the connection between your cues on the ground
and your aids in the saddle. If not, have someone stand on the ground and place a hand on the
bridge of your horse’s nose while you apply rein
pressure from the saddle.

Next, side-pass along the fence, moving the horse
away from my left rein and leg. Then walk the opposite way parallel to the fence, and this time turn
left toward the fence one and a quarter turns, and
then side-pass down it off your right rein and leg.
Now set up the way you originally started and can
do it all over again. The pivot starts to take shape
because you’re always reinforcing your turn with
moving off the outside leg and rein in the sidepass. Pretty soon, you’re going around two and a
quarter turns, and it’s not that big of a deal.

5. Stopping
It’s very difficult to teach a horse how to stop correctly, with his hind end up underneath him, until
he has learned to give his chin and to back. This
is why you should teach these essentials first.
To ask your horse to stop, sit down, exhaling as
you sit, then say “whoa” and pick up the reins
to connect with your horse’s mouth. Once he has
stopped, immediately ask him to take a step back
to reinforce it, and then relax and pat him as a
reward.
In the beginning, it might take quite a bit of pulling to get your horse to stop, but you’ve given him
several pre-signals by relaxing, exhaling and saying whoa, so it won’t be long before you sit down,
relax and say whoa, and he stops.

6. Moving off the Leg
Getting your horse to move off your leg is crucial
to side-passing, turning on the haunches, opening
and closing a gate, spinning, changing leads and
more. Teaching a horse to move away from leg
pressure starts on the ground.
It starts when you’re grooming. When you put
pressure on the side of your horse with a hoof
pick, sweat scraper or your thumb, he will lean
into you first. You have to bump, bump, bump until
he moves away from it, and then you stop bumping. I try to make sure I’m really diligent about
that at the hitch rack and the wash rack. That way,
when I do get on the horse, it’s pretty simple to
bump with my legs, move my hands over and get
him to take a step or two over.
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When your horse leans in on a circle, move
your hands to the outside and push him back
out on the circle with your inside leg, keeping
his nose tipped inward.

Once your horse has a basic understanding of
moving away from pressure, try opening and
closing a gate. Opening and shutting a gate is a
really good place to start because it makes sense
to a horse. If he’s not really getting it, I will have
someone help me from the ground so I can use
both hands and my foot to get the horse to move
the way he needs to in order to stay parallel to
the gate.
Next, try side-passing on the fence line. Get perpendicular to the fence line and ask your horse
to take a step or two sideways, crossing his legs
over. If your horse is having issues with moving
his entire body over at once, break it down: Move
the front end over a step and then the hind end.

With these seven essentials mastered, your horse
will be well on his way to having a solid foundation to build on. If things get shaky, you can revisit
these basics throughout his career.
Whatever your discipline, these skills give your
horse the building blocks he needs to succeed.
Melissa Schoedlbauer and her American Quarter Horse, Chromed Out Pistol, assisting with the
photos.

Sandy Collier’s successful horse show
record is reflective of her dedication,
talent, and integrity as a horse trainer. She
was the first and only woman horse trainer
to win the prestigious NRCHA World
Champion Snaffle Bit Futurity. In 2011,
Sandy was inducted into The Cowgirl Hall
of Fame. Learn more at SandyCollier.com.

All you’re trying to do is get your horse to move
away from pressure, cross over and gain control
of his shoulders and ribs while staying soft in the
face. As with the other exercises, reward your
horse for small tries and build on that over time.
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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SLIDING STOP.
Step by Step...
by Larry Trocha

Dear Friend and Horseman, Welcome to another Horse Training Tips Insider.
Do you own a reining horse or a nice reined
cow horse prospect? If so, you know how
critical a good stop is to your horse’s success
in the show arena. In this discussion, I’m going to talk about reining horse sliding stops.
And specifically, ways you can improve your
horse’s sliding stop. We have a lot of ground
to cover so let’s get started.
There are several factors that influence the
length of a horse’s slide. They are:
1. The horse’s natural ability and aptitude for
stopping.
2. The ground the horse is stopping on.
3. The way the horse is shod.
4. The horse’s rate of speed when going into
the stop.
5. The way the rider cues the horse for the
stop (how the reins are worked, rider’s
posture, etc.).
I’d like to talk about each of these factors
and explain how they effect your horse’s
slide.  First, let me make it clear that just
about any horse can do a nice little three foot
slide on good ground. It’s another thing altogether for a horse to slide 15 or 20 feet. If you
want big time stops you’ll need a horse that
has the ability and desire to stop.
How do you know if your horse has the aptitude to be a good stopper? If it was relatively
easy to get him to stop well at the trot or slow
lope, chances are you won’t have much of a
problem advancing the stop. (Providing you do
it gradually and the horse has the necessary
strength to hold a hard stop).
On the other hand, if you had a difficult time
getting him to stop at the trot or slow lope,
you’re going to have more difficulty trying to
get him to stop from a faster pace.
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Let’s talk about how the
ground affects a horse’s
slide. First, you need to understand that a long slide
isn’t gonna happen on bad
ground. So, for the sake of
clarity let me describe what
good sliding ground is. Good
sliding ground consists of
a hard, packed base that is
smooth with two or three
inches of loose, fluffy dirt on top.
The advantages of this kind of ground are obvious. The hard packed base gives the horse
something solid to slide on. Without it the
horse’s feet would dig in the ground too deep
thus shortening the slide. The base must also
be smooth. If there are any ruts in it a horse’s
feet will catch in the rut.
Again this will shorten the slide or worse, injure the horse. It’s important the ground on top
of the base be fluffy and loose. Here’s why.
This top ground needs to soften the concussion of the feet entering the ground and hitting the hard base. Without a soft cushion to
absorb the shock the horse will get sore.
Another reason you want the ground loose and
fluffy is so the horse can easily plow through
it while sliding. If this top ground is too deep
or too heavy it makes it too difficult for the
horse to slide very far. He’ll need to be awfully
strong to hold a slide in deep, heavy ground.
Here’s a tip for improving your sliding ground
- Add rice hulls or shavings to the dirt. This
will really fluff it up and make it light.
The way your horse’s hind feet are shod
will have a lot to do with how well he slides.
Sliding shoes are advised. They are made of
tempered, flat bar iron, one to one and a half
inches wide. The wider the shoe the less friction (or grab) on the ground and the longer the
slide. There are limits though. I prefer not to go
wider than one inch wide shoes.
Again, for less grab. The toe of the shoe is
rocked up a quarter inch like the front of a
ski. This prevents the toe from jamming in the
ground while sliding. The quarters of the shoe
should come almost straight back from the toe
to allow dirt to easily flow out the back of the
shoe.
The trailers should extend all the way back to
the bulbs of the foot, but no farther. You also

should have the horse’s hind feet trimmed
with a little longer toe and a little lower heel
than normal. (Normal means the angle of the
hoof is the same as the angle of the pastern).
This creates more surface area and makes for
a more effective ski. Do not go to extremes
with this. The idea is to have the angle of the
foot so there is no danger of the horse stubbing his toe in the dirt, knuckling over and
hurting himself.
If he’s trimmed at too steep of an angle (heels
too high) he’ll knuckle over while stopping and
pull a tendon. Trim the heel too low and he’ll
strain his ham strings while stopping.
Horses who’s hind legs are straight with feet
pointing straight ahead, have an easier time
of sliding far. Their hind feet will stay together while sliding and make a nice set of long,
straight “11”s. A horse who’s hind feet toe out
will have a difficult time sliding far.
Because he toes out, his hind feet will start to
spread as he slides. The farther the slide the
more he spreads until he’s forced to come out
of the slide to bring his feet back together in a
more comfortable position.
This horse’s slide tracks will look like a “V”.
You can help this by turning the shoe on the
foot so it’s pointing more straight ahead. And it
sometimes helps to rock the toe a little to the
inside of the foot.
The speed your horse is running when going
into the stop is one of the major factors dictating the length of the slide. In other words, if
he’s not going fast, he’s not going to slide far.
Let’s say you are going to run down the length
of the arena and ask for a sliding stop about
¾ of the way down. It’s important to start the
run-down real slow. Then, very gradually build
speed as you go down the arena and reach the
point where you ask for the stop. Do not lope
slow almost to the end then bust him into a
run.
Gradually means to increase speed a little
with each stride. It’s critical to ask for the stop
while the horse is accelerating. Why? Because
his shoulders are more elevated and his hind
legs reach farther under him when he’s building speed (necessary elements for a sliding
stop).
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

Just make sure you time the rate of acceleration so he’s not going too fast when you
reach the ¾ mark. Otherwise he may run right
through the stop. All horses have an optimum
running speed where they will still try to stop.

slide as far as he can. The only problem with
this technique is that your horse has to be the
kind that really wants to stop. It’s pretty hard
to get the average horse to consistently stop
this way.

ing your body to generate energy to keep the
horse moving forward. When it’s time to stop
the horse, your body also has to stop it’s energy. In other words, you have to completely
stop riding and sit down in the saddle relaxed.

If you run him faster than that optimum speed
he just thinks about running and forgets about
stopping. Or maybe he’s not strong enough to
hold a stop past his optimum speed and refuses to try. You’ll have to experiment to find
out just how fast you can run him and still get
a stop.

Another technique I’ll use is to say whoa,
tighten the reins to apply light pressure, then
sit there and let him slide. It’s important to
note that the pressure is light, only a pound
or two. It’s also important not to pull the reins.
Once the pressure is applied, your hand is set
solid with no pulling or slacking.

Another thing. Don’t ask your horse to stop
from top speed very often. You’ll sour him if
you do. And remember to put skid boots on
him so his fetlocks are protected.

This method works fairly well on horses that
don’t want to stay in the slide. The down side
is horses usually won’t slide very far with this
technique unless you can get away with using very light pressure. Also, if you pull on him
instead of setting your hand, he’s going to pull
on you and dump on his front end.

Let your back, shoulders and thighs go limp.
This is a major stopping cue all horses instinctively respond to. But make darn sure you keep
riding until you say the word whoa, otherwise
the horse will start the stop prematurely and
ruin the slide. This body stuff is extremely important and your horse will never stop as good
as he could until you get it.

A lot of riders build speed too quickly, then
start to slow down as they near the end of the
run-down. They ask the horse to stop while
he’s decelerating. The result is usually a disappointing stop. It’s also important for the
horse to be running straight when you ask for
the stop.
His body should be straight from the tip of his
nose to the tip of his tail. If he’s crooked he’ll
stop out of balance. Also, his path down the
arena must be straight. If he is zigzagging or
trying to veer off while making the run-down,
his stop will suffer.
The way you cue your horse to stop is vitally
important. Using the reins correctly, proper
riding posture and timing is what enables your
horse to perform a long slide. But before I explain the right way, let me tell you what not
to do. Contrary to popular belief, pulling the
reins harder does not make for a longer slide.
It actually shortens the slide.
Why? Because the hard pull makes the horse
jam his feet in the ground too deep. It also
causes his hind legs to spread out too much to
slide far. And maybe worst of all, a horse can’t
keep his balance for a long slide when he’s
being pulled on.
OK, that takes care of what not to do. Now let’s
talk about how to do it right. On a reining horse
there are three different techniques I’ll use to
handle the reins. The techniques are different
but the principle of why they work is similar.
Why do I use different techniques? Because
different horses respond differently. I’ll use
the technique that works the best on that particular horse. Let me give you a brief description of the three techniques of using the reins.
Then I’ll go into more detail on the one that
works on the majority of horses.
The ultimate way of stopping your horse is to
just say whoa, slack the reins, then sit there
and let him slide. This technique will often
times produce the longest slides. Why? Because you’re not interfering with him.
With no pressure in his mouth, he feels free to
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Here’s the method I use on the majority of
horses I ride. As I’m galloping the horse down
the arena I’ll say whoa, wait a split second,
then apply rein pressure and set my hand. The
horse will go into the stop. My hand is set for
only a fraction of a second, then I slack the
reins. The horse will continue to hold the slide.
As he’s sliding, if I feel him start to come out of
the stop, I’ll set my hand again. Then immediately slack the reins again. This process of setting and slacking the reins goes on throughout
the whole slide until the horse is completely
stopped. It should be noted that when I slack
the reins I don’t give a lot of slack. Only an
inch or two.
Let me explain step by step why this sequence of cues works so well. After I say
whoa, giving the horse a split second before
the reins are set gives him a chance to go into
the stop on his own. This lets him enter the
ground more softly and smoothly. (If the reins
were used at the same time I said whoa, this
would startle the horse causing him to abruptly jam his hind feet in the ground too deep for
a long slide).

I know I’ve probably made this sound too complicated and difficult. But, you can do it. It just
takes some concentration and practice. If you
don’t get it immediately don’t get discouraged
and give up. Relax, be patient and you’ll get it.
Resources:  There are two training videos I
recommend that are detailed enough to show
you how to get your horse stopping well. They
are:  Teach Your Horse to Stop Light and Collected, volume 1  Teach Your Horse to Stop
Light and Collected, volume 2.
BTW, if you’re not subscribed to the Horse
Training Tips Insider, you should. It contains
some great info. Just click on the link to go to
the subscribe page.
Good luck!
Reining & cutting horse trainer, Larry Trocha

About the author, Larry Trocha lives
in Acampo, California where he trains
horses for the public. Larry also offers
instruction to riders who want to learn
reining, cutting or reined cow horse.
You can contact Larry via his website:
www.HorseTrainingVideos.com

Once the horse enters the ground, I give him
a short, little set with the reins just to remind
him to stay in the stop. I immediately slack.
Slacking the reins lets him know he’s allowed
to slide as far as he wants. (Without the slack
he’d get too deep and stop much more abruptly.
He also might pull on me or get rigid). If he
tries to come out of the slide I’ll set and slack
the reins again. As long as the horse is sliding,
I won’t set the reins again unless he starts to
come out of the stop. Considering a 20 foot
slide takes only a couple seconds to complete,
this set and slack sequence is happening pretty rapid. It takes concentration and feel to get
it just right.
There is one more element in this stopping
sequence I want to talk about. Your body.
As you’re loping down the arena, you’re uswww.PerformanceHorseDigest.com
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Ground Work & Manners

are the Base for Everything
by Addison Fjelstad

alongside her then down her leg and gently lifting
it, then gently setting in back down. She will pick
up all four feet for me and stand tied nicely. She
has steadily been gaining more ground manners
and will lead easily, keeping her space and paying attention to me. She was really quick to pick
up on everything that I was introducing to her and
adjusted quickly to every situation.
When dealing with a weanling/yearling they have
a very small attention span so I have been working with her in short spurts. She is a very intelligent and level headed filly. It will be fun to
continue to get ready for her halter classes this
summer. She is growing into a very beautiful and
well put together mare. I look forward to working
with her and showing her in some halter classes
this summer. She is extremely responsive and
moves wants to learn

Along with playing in the snow with my little sister
this winter my activities now consist of playing in
the snow with Latte. Any of you that live in the
Midwest know Iowa is extremely cold this winter, temperatures are in the negatives and with
wind chill it has felt about -30 this past month.
This weather has caused her to grow quite the
winter hair, but it has also provided us with some
fun too. She is now enjoying every aspect of the
snow, although she was not exactly thrilled about

it in the beginning. She was pretty
nervous about this deep snow and
did not like it covering her legs at
first, but she quickly got over that
and is now running around in it as
often as she can.
Since ground work and manners
are the base for everything that
I will continue to build my training plan off of, it is important
that we are solid in these
areas. Have you ever tried
to work with a horse that
may be good to ride but had
horrible ground manners? It
is a miserable experience!
Everything from catching
the horse, loading the horse,
brushing the horse and saddling can be a terrible ordeal.
My goal for this month was to really work
with her on touch. I have spent a lot of
time petting and brushing her, especially
under her stomach and around places that
are usually fairly sensitive for horses. She
needs to learn that she can trust people
working with her. I have also been working with her feet. This includes picking up
and setting down her feet several times
while she is tied. I start by running my hand
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When I was ready to start this journey I bought
several books about caring and training your
weanling/yearling. I realized that I can read and
read and read about it, but getting out there and
putting the theories to the test are what it is all
about. That is where my real learning starts! I
can’t wait to see how she does next month for
her first trim.
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Legacyof a
The Story Behind
Bernie Janssen’s
Breeding
Program

LIFETIME
by Ruth Wiechmann

Originally Published
in the Horse Edition of
the Tri State Livestock
News, 2013
1958. The American Quarter Horse
Association was a fledgling organization,
not yet in its twentieth year. Horses that
today we consider legends in the breed
were household names: Three Bars,
Leo, King, Wimpy, Buck Hancock; their
get and grandget were racing, cutting,
ranching, setting records, and forming
the foundation of the breed as we know
it today.
In 1958, one of those legendary sires died.
That horse was the great King P-234.
Considered by many the archetypical
quarter horse, King had and still has more
influence on the quarter horse breed than
most of his contemporaries. Owned for most
of his life by Jess Hankins, King made a name
for Hankins and his brothers by the colts he
produced. King’s colts were stamped with
his mark: with few exceptions they had type,
conformation, athletic ability, cow sense, and
golden dispositions. King P-234’s last colt
crop was born in 1958.
Bernie Janssen grew up in Minnesota during
the same years that King’s colts were making
such a profound impression on the horsemen
in the fledgling American Quarter Horse
Association.
“I was always the ‘little guy,’” he said.
Sometimes being a smaller kid had its perks!
When Bernie was in his teens, neighbor
Kenneth Uden put him on a mare that he
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hauled around the area to match races. Shady
Lady was black, and she was fast. Bernie
loved it. Ken Uden introduced Bernie to
registered Quarter Horses, and to King P-234
bred quarter horses, and it was love that
would last for a lifetime. It was also love for a
lifetime that blossomed between Bernie and
Ken Uden’s niece Sherry. Bernie and Sherry
married in 1959, shortly before Bernie left to
serve in the U.S. Military.
In 1958, the young Minnesotan decided to
start raising horses. He had spent two years
in college, intending to become a Lutheran
pastor, but after two years of studying, his
love for horses won out. Bernie had never
owned a registered Quarter Horse before,
but from his experience growing up with Ken
Uden’s horses, he knew what he wanted.

Bernie purchased his first two registered
mares at R. L. Underwood’s dispersal sale in
1958. Underwood, president of the AQHA from
1944-46, was well known by the breeders
of his day to have one of, if not the best
bands of quarter horse mares in the early
days of the registry. While other breeders
raised horses to supply their ranch remudas,
Underwood bred horses because they were
his passion. His mares were considered to be
the most uniform herd of mares in his day.
It was from this herd that Bernie chose his
first two mares. Little Chick and Calf Roper
were both daughters of Underwood’s famed
Golden Chief, and Bernie brought them home
to Minnesota.
Bernie bred these first two mares to a King
P-234 grandson, King Jacket. Owned at the
time by Dr. Steinhauser, and standing in
www.PerformanceHorseDigest.com

King P-234

Inducted into the American Quarter Horse Hall of
Fame in 1989
Mountain Lake, Minnesota, the palomino
horse sired by L H Chock was also a grandson
of Blackburn on his dam’s side. He had been
shown in AQHA halter and performance
classes, and won some money in NCHA
competition. He also won the Grand Champion
title cutting at the Minnesota State Fair under
Steinhauser. Those first breedings to King
Jacket both resulted in fillies. Bernie sold
one, and kept the other; a cute palomino out
of Calf Roper that he named Ropette. When
Ropette came of age, Bernie bred her to a son
of King named Dooley Slo Poke. She foaled
a filly in 1962 while Bernie was stationed
in France in the army, a filly named Kings
Slo Jewel that Bernie trained to cut on the
neighbor’s herd of cows as well as his own
holsteins.
Bernie first showed her at a cutting in Walnut
Grove, Minnesota in 1965. Together they took
second place. Later he showed her at a cutting
in Harlan IA, and the duo beat War Bond Leo,
owned and ridden by Dave Martin. At the
time, War Bond Leo was ranked the number
one cutting horse in the nation! Martin was so
impressed that he offered Bernie a breeding
to War Bond Leo for the catty mare.
The years went by. Bernie added to his herd.
He bred Leo horses, as well as the King
line, but the King horses were always his
favorites. When the Hankins brothers had
their dispersal sale, Bernie hooked up a two
horse trailer and drove to San Antonio, Texas.
He also added to his herd from the program
of Keith Overstreet, a man from Leon, Iowa,
who concentrated the blood of King P-234
son Easter King in his herd.
Some of the very best King mares Bernie ever
bought came from the Creek Plantation in
Georgia, owned by W. S. Morris, III. Claudia
Miss and Top Joker Miss produced some of
Bernie’s best, including Kings Black Widow,
the mare that Bernie considers the best horse
he has owned in his lifetime.
Bernie’s friend Dave Bishop, who lived
near Rochester, owned a pretty black mare
named Miss Poco Marybee that he hauled to
Georgia, along with another mare, to breed
to Continental King. Bernie happened to see
Dave at a cutting. Dave mentioned that he had
two stud colts in pasture sired by Continental
King.
“What are you going to do with em’?” Bernie
asked him.
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“Well, I’m going to sell them,” was Dave’s
reply. Bernie wanted to go take a look, but
Dave was going to be out of town for a while.
Bernie laughed, remembering…
“I about went cuckoo, having to wait two
weeks to go look at them!”
When things finally worked out, Bernie went
over to take his pick. Both had so much
potential! What would have been had he
picked the other colt? He couldn’t afford
to buy them both. After agonizing over the
decision, he picked the colt he named Kings
Poco Discount. The little fellow was a son of
Continental King, out of a daughter of Poco
Discount.
Kings Poco Discount, trained and shown by
Bernie Janssen, won the reining at the Utah
State Fair, and went on to sire two Upper
Midwest Cutting Futurity winners.
Now Bernie needed some new blood to
cross on his Kings Poco Discount daughters.
Through the influence of Al Buchli, whom he’d
met at the Hankins brothers’ sale, he decided
to breed to a stallion in Canada, a double bred
King P-234 stud named March King Breeze.
He hauled two mares to Canada, and after
some considerable hassle making trips back
and foth across the Canadian border, ended
up with two fillies. He was pleased with both,
but he still didn’t have his stud prospect.
Hauling the mares up and back and dealing
with crossing the border had been so
inconvenient that Bernie asked March King
Breeze’s owner to ship him some semen.
This was in the early days of AI breeding,
and the technique was not perfected as it is
today. But it was worth a try. Bernie had his
vet synchronize his mare, Kings Miss Purity.
She cycled, the semen arrived, and it was
no good. There was not much of a chance of
getting the mare bred with it, but the vet said,
“Well, so long as we have it, and the mare is
ready, we may as well put it in her.” Somehow
she conceived, and King Brown Legacy was
born. Bernie had the perfect outcross for his
Kings Poco Discount mares.
After Bernie rode Kings Black Widow to win
the Upper Midwest Cutting Futurity in 1993,
he had high hopes for other horses to show,
but sometimes, as with all mice and men, the
best laid plans fall apart.
A young daughter of Kings Poco Discount and
Town Joker Miss he was preparing to show

died suddenly, and for no apparent reason.
Then Kings Poco Discount died prematurely.
Bernie had intended to show Kings Poco
Discount’s fancy grullo son, Kings Poco
Breeze, but when his sire died, he was turned
out with mares instead of hauled to shows.
A few years later, Bernie was devastated
again, when the handsome grullo horse
somehow broke a leg and had to be put down.
By then, Bernie was starting to feel his age.
“We all get old,” he said.
2006 hit, the horse market crashed, the
economy headed south, and Bernie’s mares
stood in the pasture and did not get bred for
three years. Things looked bleak.
In 2009, Bernie split the mares up, and turned
two studs out: King Brown Legacy, and his
young grullo maternal brother, Kings Pure
Breeze. There would be another crop of King
colts, but Bernie was looking for someone
else to carry on the program. Several people
expressed an interest, but each, for one
reason or another, failed to make a deal.
The one bright spot on the horizon was Kings
Breeze, a 2004 bay colt by King Brown Legacy
and out of Bernie’s cutting mare, Kings Black
Widow. Bernie had had James Pease, a young
man from the neighboring town, start some
horses for him over the years, and Bernie
gave Breeze to James to start riding. James
and Breeze hit it off.
“I don’t know if the man made the horse,
or if the horse made the man,” Bernie says
proudly. “It’s probably some of both.”
James started showing Kings Breeze in AQHA
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In the kingdom of Quarter Horses, there are many legends,
but there is only one King — King P-234.
- American Quarter Horse Hall of Fame & Museum reining classes in 2009, and the bay colt was
stellar. He didn’t always win, but he always
did well. By the end of the year, he had earned
his AQHA Performance Register of Merit, and
he finished the year as the AQHA Region 2
Junior Reining Champion. 2011 again saw
James and Breeze take top honors in the
AQHA Region Two/SDQHA show when Kings
Breeze won the Senior Reining Championship
title.
Something still needed to be done with the
mares at home in Minnesota. Over the years
Bernie had gotten many lucrative offers from
people wanting to buy his horses that he
turned down. He could have sold them now.
But when the time came for someone else to
carry on the breeding program, money wasn’t
the issue. The horses were the priority.
There are lots of other horses in the world,
and even other King horses in the world, but
in Bernie’s experience there were none that
compared to this group of horses. Over the
years Bernie had owned and ridden many

horses, other King P-234 bred horses, and
other horses of the popular AQHA bloodlines
of the day. Most were good, some were
better, but none could quite compare with the
King lines he had used in the nucleus of his
program. He used other horses in his program
over the years, but they just weren’t quite as
good as what he already had. Over time he
had weeded the others all out. There was just
something special about this little group of
King mares. He wanted them to stay together.
So it came to be that the King mares came to
South Dakota. In January of 2010, Bernie got
a phone call from a lady looking for a King
bred filly to start riding.
“You wouldn’t happen to want
broodmares, would you?” he asked.

pasture to foal. Since 2010, Ben & Ruth
Wiechmann have managed Bernie’s breeding
program on their ranch, where they also raise
commercial Angus and baldie cattle with the
help of their five children.
Today Bernie’s legacy is carried on at Badger
Hole Ranch. Mares and stallions that still
have King P-234 on their papers graze on the
prairie, and another batch of athletic, good
minded, King bred colts is growing up.
“The Good Lord knew what He was doing,”
Bernie told Sherry.

some

After a few phone conversations, Bernie was
convinced that this was the right place for
the horses. In April, when the snow finally
subsided enough to get trailers into the
place, the King mares were hauled to Perkins
County, South Dakota, and turned out in the

How a TheraPlate Can Help Improve
Horse Comfort and Performance
by John Pigott, DVM, MS

The TheraPlate is a new way
that veterinarians and horse
owners are improving circulation, decreasing swelling and
inflammation, and improving
muscle mass in healthy and
lame horses. It consists of 2
plates that the horse stands
on, that delivers a zero impact
vibration to the horse with a
motor control box that allows
speed variation through different settings.
Protocols can vary as far as the
amount of time on the plates
and intensity of the vibration
based on the targeted area of
treatment and the tolerance of
the horse. Some farms have
their own TheraPlate and use
it as a pre-exercise method
of loosening the muscles and
joints or to help with post-exercise cool out. Most horses really
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enjoy this therapy and appear very relaxed and
loose after a treatment. In our hospital setting, it
serves as a great adjunctive therapy to a rehabilitation protocol after soft tissue injuries or for
horses with osteoarthritis causing stiffness in the
joints. Most of the research in whole body vibrations has been performed in humans but we are
seeing a definite clinical benefit to this therapy in
our horse population.

“It’s all about the horse…” We strive to
maximize the quality of life for our equine
patients by providing compassionate care
with the utmost attention to the individual needs of the horse and the clients we
serve.”
Wisconsin Equine Clinic and Hospital
39151 Delafield Road,
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
www.wisconsinequineclinic.com
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March 28-29,2015
New location: Dodge Middle School, Farmington,MN
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www.orsctackswap.com
Info@orsctackswap.com or call 507-789-6676
No check-in after 11am Saturday
15% commission on sold items only
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CHOKE IN HORSES
Choke occurs when partially chewed food gets wadded up and stuck in the
esophagus. The horse coughs excessively, trying to shift the mass. Saliva
and particles of food exit the nostrils, since the horse is unable to swallow.
Depending on where the obstruction is, you may or may not be able to see
a lump from the outside.
In some cases, it’s difficult to identify choke as distinct from fairly regular horse behaviors. To correctly identify choke, look to see if the horse is
coughing or unable to swallow. One of the most certain signs of choke is the
regurgitation of feed through both the mouth and nostrils.
Some horses are able to resolve a mild choke on their own. Allow the horse
to relax and keep it away from food and water temporarily. Choke can be a
medical emergency. Some horses are very uncomfortable and can behave
similarly to a colic. If the choke does not seem to be resolving contact your
veterinarian.
Causes of Choke
A number of factors can lead to a choke.
• Horse not chewing feed completely, due to dental problems, such as missing or painful teeth, sharp points, etc.
• Horse eating too quickly and swallowing before food is chewed properly.
• Horse not producing enough saliva to wet food properly when eating.
• Partial obstruction of the esophagus due to tumor, or scarring from old
injuries etc.
Treating Choke
As soon as you suspect your horse is choking, remove all feed and hay, so
he can’t eat anything else, adding to the problem. Call the vet immediately.
While you’re waiting for the vet, encourage the horse to stand quietly, with
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his head down. This will decrease the chance that anything he coughs up
will find it’s way into his trachea and lungs and possibly cause aspiration
pneumonia, a complication that sometimes arises after a choke has cleared.
When treating choke, the vet’s objective is to clear the obstruction from the
esophagus. This is done by passing a tube through the horse’s nostril and
down into the esophagus, to the point of the obstruction.
The vet then flushes water into the tube and syphons it back out again. This
usually has to be done many times, sometimes taking two or more buckets
of water. Each time, a bit more of the matted food is washed away and the
mass gets smaller.
By carefully working the tube back and forth in the esophagus, the vet can
move the obstruction down into the stomach and clear the choke. Care has
to be taken so the esophagus is not damaged or ruptured in the process.
Preventing Choke
There are a number of ways in which the horse owner can help prevent a
choke.
• Schedule regular dental exams. For a senior horse, this may need to be
done twice yearly.
• Switch to a “Senior” feed that is more easily chewed and digested.
• Wetting the feed down also helps with chewing and digestion.
• If the horse tends to bolt his food place one or more large rocks in the
feeder so the horse has to pick around them to get to its grain.
• Schedule as much turnout time as possible, so the horse can graze between meals, which may make him eat its grain slowly.
Contact
Stillwater Equine Veterinary Clinic
9550 60th Street North Stillwater, MN 55082
Phone: 651-770-6167 • Fax: 651-770-2685
Email: info@stillwaterequine.com
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If you are going to feed

like a pig,

your horse

buy a pig!
Why you should NOT feed grain to your horse
Horses are herbivores. Their systems are designed to eat and digest forage.
As wild horses evolved, they ate forage, not grains. Only recently has man
opted to feed grain to horses – likely because that is what other
domesticated animals are commonly fed.

A horse's system is designed to digest
forage, not grain
Horses have a relatively small stomach and small intestine but a large hindgut
(large intestine and cecum). Horses do best when they eat small meals many
times per day. As horses graze on forage, the food passes quickly through the
stomach and small intestine and into the hindgut, a large vat where
fermentation and digestion occur.
Grain, on the other hand, which is made up primarily of starches and sugars,
must be digested in the stomach and small intestine. Because food travels
so quickly through a horse's stomach and small intestine, digestion of grain is
inefficient. Horses are not designed to eat grain. Nor are they "meal" eaters.

Square Meal Feeds are forage-based,
complete feeds that give your horse
everything it needs – and nothing it doesn't
Square Meal Feeds are forage-based, complete horse feeds made primarily
of alfalfa and grass. Alfalfa is a legume that produces its own nitrogen and
protein. Both alfalfa and grass are cellulose-type plant structures, which
are not efficiently digested in simple-stomach animals. The forage in Square
Meal Feeds passes rapidly through the stomach and small intestine to the
hindgut, for fermentation and digestion of the available nutrients.

Feeding Square Meal Feeds is
convenient and easy
Square Meal Feeds come in biscuit form and are packaged in 40-lb.
recyclable bags. Square Meal is designed to be fed free-choice 24/7 –
just like grazing in the wild. With Square Meal Feeds, every mouthful is
the same, so it is a consistent form of forage.
Square Meal is low in starch and sugar and is fed by weight, not by bale.
There is little waste with Square Meal, and you'll appreciate the reduced
storage space required and the clean handling. Square Meal is also easy
to transport, so your horse can stay on the same diet while traveling.

Developed by a veterinarian and
ﬁfth-generation farmer
Square Meal Feeds were developed by a veterinarian and fifth-generation
family farmer whose cropping program focuses on forage production. All
Square Meal Feed products were developed with a keen interest in equine
nutrition and a strong belief that the best medicine is prevention and that
prevention starts with the right nutrition.

Supported by a decade of research
Feeding your horse Square Meal Feeds not only makes sense from a
horse physiology standpoint, it is also supported by a decade of research
at multiple major universities, including Rutgers University, North Carolina
State University and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This
research found that Square Meal Feeds provide numerous nutritional and
feed-efficiency benefits. It also validated the nutritional safety of adopting
a forage diet.

Square Meal Feeds has a feed for every horse
Square Meal Feeds are available in four formulas – there is one that is right for your horse:
Next Generation is designed specifically for young foals up to 2 years old.
Happy Horse is the all-around Square Meal Feed and maintenance formula.
Equine Winner was developed for high-performance horses.
Senior Supper is formulated for mature horses.

To learn more about feeding your horse
forage-based Square Meal Feeds, go to

www.squaremealfeeds.com
Horse Digest
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